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The merger debate rages on and
has proved a sure-fire way to
ignite actuaries’ passions. Many
have written in with views on
the form the merger proposition
should have taken and what the
voter statistics indicate. Due to the
high volume of comments we have received, more letters are available
on The Actuary’s website (www.the-actuary.org.uk) to accompany both this
and September’s issue.
Joint Councils are seeking feedback from eligible voting members of
the Faculty and the Institute, and will use that information to decide on
whether to present a refined merger proposal. One of the key reasons
I heard for rejecting the original scheme was the proposed change in
the letters of the qualification to FCAP. For some, the potential public
misinterpretation of the letters was a deterrent, for others a fierce
attachment to FFA or FIA proved too much — the latter, when preceded
by MA, providing some comedy value.
Zimbabwe features in our international view this month. A country
faced with extreme economic and political difficulty, its citizens have,
in recent years, had to find ways to overcome inconveniences such as
unavailability of basic goods in shops and interruptions to electricity
and water supplies. The country now shows strong signs of economic
recovery, rallying from what many see as the lowest point during mid2007 until the end of 2008. Actuaries there were faced with sky-rocketing
inflation and unreasonable interest rates, making actuarial values almost
nonsensical. I recently visited Zimbabwe, my childhood home and a
truly inspiring nation. The four qualified actuaries and many students
that remain in the country continue to hold the fort, and I would like to
convey special thanks for their hospitality and the valuable insights they
shared with me.
In keeping with our featured theme of general insurance this month,
the issue carries several articles to complement the Actuarial Profession’s
GIRO conference taking place on 6-9 October in Edinburgh. I would like
to extend a warm welcome to the new students joining the profession
and who will undoubtedly be familiar with graduate recruitment as our
other main theme.

Marjorie Ngwenya
Editor
editor@the-actuary.org.uk
October 2009
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Letters to the editor
In which actuaries get heated about global warming

Letter of the month
Flawed argument: Response to W. Scott
I wonder if I was the only reader of William Scott’s letter (Global cooling, The Actuary,
August 2009) who spotted the inconsistency in his argument? Surely, he cannot argue
on the one hand, that his smoothing formula provides a valid insight into global cooling
while at the same time criticising “sophisticated mathematical models that prove global
warming will resume”. He simply cannot have his cake and eat it too!
More importantly though, his line of argument shows that he does not know anything
about the fundamental causes of global warming. They have nothing to do with
mathematical modelling, however elegant and sophisticated they may be. Rather, they
are to do with physics and chemistry. Greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere cause
the planet’s lower atmosphere and surface to be warmer than would otherwise be the
case. These gases allow the passage of short-wave radiation — for example, sunlight
— but absorb long-wave radiation — such as heat — and radiate a fraction of it back to
the Earth’s surface. This fact has been well established for a very long time — for well
over 100 years — and subsequently cited in many academic papers.
There will be few actuaries who gain reassurance from his suggestion that “in 15
years’ time… all the media talk about carbon footprints, carbon emissions and so on,
will have been forgotten.”
Gordon M Morrison
12 August 2009

The writer of the letter of the month receives an iPod Shuffle and a £15 iTunes voucher
kindly supplied by Hazell Carr

Sunspot cycles: Response to
W. Scott
A couple of years back I learned that the 10year sunspot cycle produces a corresponding
cycle in the Earth’s temperature. From 2007
there is a 10-year cooling effect. So William
Scott is right to say that “mathematical
models are not infallible” (The Actuary,
August 2009). That includes his simple one.
My concern for the last two years has
been that the combination of the sunspot
effect and global warming from the effect
of greenhouse gases will produce arguments
that global warming is wrong. By the time
the sunspot cycle changes in 2017 we will
start to see both factors increasing global
warming. By then, action may be too late.
Mr Scott starts the process of arguing
against the existence of global warming.
He may be right; I may be wrong but
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do you want to gamble humanity on
his arguments? We must assume global
warming is right because not doing so if
it occurs may see the human population
reduced in what will be most uncivilised
ways.
Ian Reynolds
24 August 2009

The future of climate change:
Response to W. Scott
William Scott announces that “global
warming ceased in 2004” (The Actuary,
August 2009) based on smoothing formulae
by Herbert and Scott and data from the Met
Office’s Hadley Centre. He may want to
look further on the very same Met Office’s
website where it predicts a two-to-three
degree increase in temperatures by the
end of the century. Indeed, it describes the

assertion that “lower monthly temperatures
in 2008 mean that global warming has
stopped” as a “myth”.  
Our article tried to show that there is, of
course, variability in the upward trend of
temperature changes. It is well known that
there are natural climate variations, which
may cause temperatures to decrease in the
short term and, extrapolating a short period
of cold weather, to conclude that global
warming isn’t happening is misleading.
Finally, to denigrate the detailed and peerreviewed work of scientists on climate
change and predict that we will have
forgotten about carbon emissions in 15
years’ time is, frankly, a disservice to future
generations.
Valentina Rocchi and Simon Brimblecombe
3 September 2009

The mathematics of love
As an old Blue, your article on Barnes Wallis
(Arts page, August 2009) has been drawn to
our attention by the Christ’s Hospital (CH)
association. I was surprised at your comment
that he was self-educated. In fact he was at
CH for four years at the turn of the century
and may have been there when the school
moved out of London about that time. He
clearly enjoyed his time there as he gave
most, if not all, of the money he received
at the end of the war to form a gift for

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Your view

pupils to go to CH; there will undoubtedly
be children there today benefiting from
his generosity. I certainly recall a splendid
memorial service at St Paul’s some years ago
when the bulk of the music was provided
by the two schools’ choir and both schools
attended en masse. I was, by that time, not
at school but working in London, I hasten
to add. I’m sure you will have received a
number of similar letters to mine from those
who know much more, but I thought the
record should be put right.
John Ollerhead
2 September 2009

Manipulating the vote
Paul Clayson re-expressed the vote for the
merger as a percentage of membership
and noted that it was below 50% for
both Faculty and Institute. Based on this,
he declared that the merger “is not on”
(September 2009).
Two can play at that game. While the
votes for were 47.1% (Faculty) and 42.9%
(Institute), the votes against were both
17.0%. How many other ‘democracies’ give
a veto to that small a minority?
Robert Steel
1 September 2009

Fair access to the professions —
but who for?
The government recently published its final
report on access to the professions under
the headline ‘Unleashing Aspiration’. The
Panel on Fair Access to the Professions
was established by the prime minister to
advise the government on how professional
careers can be made genuinely open to as
wide a pool of talent as possible. The panel
concluded that the problem with access to
the professions is one of social mobility; or
rather the lack of it.
Social mobility is an inherent and
essential human trait. It is what drives
mankind forward. In the context of the
professions we need people improving their
lot in life and joining the ranks of doctors,
lawyers and actuaries.
If the report is correct in its findings,
it would appear that the professions
themselves are the cause of the problem.
The professions are accused of limiting
social mobility to protect their own. If you

www.the-actuary.org.uk
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want to follow a professional career, it is all
a matter of who you know rather than what
you know. It also helps if your parents are
at least comfortably off, as the report argues
that nearly all members of the professions
come from the parents in the top 30% of
income-earners.
The report argues that it can be sorted out
rather easily. The professions have to lower
their entry requirements and create more ways
of joining a profession than available now.
Not too much emphasis must be placed on
degrees when selecting potential professionals.
Whenever a government seeks to blame
anyone else other than themselves, as
this report does, the first place to look
for the cause is the government itself. It
is a well-known fact that social mobility
is at its highest when there is a fully
functioning and effective primary and
secondary education system. Successive
governments have systematically
dismantled our education system. This
has effectively destroyed most peoples’
opportunity to become socially mobile. It
will take a considerable amount of time
and investment to put our primary and
secondary education systems back where
they belong; as among the best in the world.
It is in the interests of all professions,
including the actuarial profession, to get
more people to join their ranks. As a nation
we will become more dependent upon
professional services as a source of revenue.
It is incumbent upon those professions not
to wait for the government to act but to act
themselves; now.
Tom Gibson
3 August 2009

What’s in a name?
The choice of name for the proposed
merged body is silly. How could supposedly
intelligent people think up such a
monstrosity?
I am a fellow of the Faculty and,
therefore, am a member of the Actuarial
Profession. Actuaries in the US, Australia
and South Africa are all members of the
profession. They are all fellows, or some
associates, of their actuarial bodies. If the
new name were to go through, these would
be members of the Actuarial Profession
without most of them being members of

Letters

the Chartered Actuarial Profession. How
confusing can that get?
And how can a profession grant a
fellowship? An august body like the Faculty
or the Institute or even the Society can
grant qualifications — fellow of this or that.
But fellow of a Profession? Where is our
sense of the academic status of our beloved
professional bodies?
What’s wrong with the Faculty and
Institute of Actuaries?
James Nelson
6 September 2009

Probability in court
There are interesting probability issues in
the case of Hotson v East Berkshire Area
Health Authority (1987) AC 750 (HL).
This was a case where a boy fell out of a
tree and, following hospital misdiagnosis,
developed a hip deformity. Experts
confirmed there would have been a 25%
probability of preventing the deformity if
the hospital had diagnosed correctly and
given the boy the right treatment.
The trial judge awarded 25%
compensation and the court of appeal
agreed. However, the House of Lords
reversed this decision on the grounds
there was less than a 50% probability
of the misdiagnosis making any difference.
Therefore, the 50% standard of proof was
not satisfied.
On actuarial grounds, the 25% award
would seem appropriate.
Anthony Pepper
10 September 2009

Your letters
Due to the high volume of letters being
received, we are currently publishing
additional comments on the website.
Please visit www.the-actuary.
org.uk/868892 for a letter from
Gerry Devenney on the merger, and
corrections to the text of Brendan
McBride’s letter of 3 August.
The editorial team welcomes readers’
letters but reserves the right to edit
them for publication. Please e-mail
actuaryletters@incisivemedia.com
The deadline for receiving letters for
the November issue is Friday 16 October.
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Soapbox

Trevor Watkins

Trevor Watkins says that the UK Profession’s links with
accredited universities are a boon for the recruitment process

Recruiting top graduates

T

he US and Canadian actuarial bodies
(Society of Actuaries, Casualty
Actuarial Society and Canadian
Institute of Actuaries) are consulting
with their members about the role of
universities in their qualification processes.
To date they have steadfastly refused to give
exemptions through validating university
programmes and the proposal to do so is
proving very controversial. In the UK the
Morris Report recommended more links with
universities and the Profession accepted all
the recommendations. With this ‘following
wind’ we introduced a carefully crafted
accreditation scheme for universities without
undue opposition. To date 13 university
programmes have been accredited.
I was recently asked by Cecil Bykerk,
the current president of the Society of
Actuaries, for my advice on
university accreditation from
the UK experience. I offered
two views; firstly, concentrate
on working with universities
with the highest academic
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standards and reputations in fields relevant
to actuarial science. The Profession wants to
attract the best and the brightest and so this
means working with universities with strong
track records in core actuarial subjects such
as mathematics. This, in turn, helps to make
the profession more widely known alongside
competitive careers such as investment
banking and management consultancy.
My second recommendation was that
the US actuarial bodies need to implement
a thorough monitoring process to ensure
standards are maintained. We have found in
the UK that to ensure and to demonstrate
equivalence of standards between
university-based exemptions and our own
examinations we need to be intrusive and
collect detailed data from a number of
sources to build up a complete picture of
the university experience. We use data from
our independent examiners (two for each
university programme), from staff actuary
evaluation of teaching and assessments,
from students and from employers. We also
monitor the subsequent performance of
students from accredited university courses
with our later examinations to compare with
overall pass rates.
We need to convince all our stakeholders;
employers, qualified members, students,
the Professional Oversight Board (POB) and
users of actuarial services that standards are
maintained and that newly qualified actuaries
are fit for purpose with an appropriate set of
skills. The intrusiveness of our dealings with
universities is time and resource-consuming
and does not always make us popular with
them, but it is essential if we are to build a
strong and broad relationship, which extends
to research links to encourage more relevant
actuarial research.

So what does all this mean for graduate
recruitment, which is what I am supposed to
be writing about? We can offer employers a
wider set of graduates to choose from because
new actuarial undergraduate programmes
have been established at Manchester, Queen’s
in Belfast and East Anglia (in association
with Aviva). We can also offer employers
other routes to exemptions once they have
employed graduates with full-time Masters
programmes at Oxford, Cambridge and
Waterloo in Canada being added, as well
as part-time routes at City and Imperial
and a distance-learning route at Leicester.
The university programmes are helping
the Profession to be better known among
potential trainees and our prestige as a
profession will grow by association with
prestige universities.
We know that some employers prefer to
employ graduates with few or no exemptions
but we also know that the average number of
exemptions per new student continues to rise
and is now well over 2.4. If, as POB requires,
we produce newly qualified actuaries who
are fit for purpose, having a high-quality
intake is key. We know that there is room for
improvement because just fewer than half
of the new student intake does not make
it to fellowship in 10 years. Even though
they are highly skilled and highly valued as
employees, they are lost to the Profession.
We hope that by reinvigorating the Associate
qualification we can retain links with more of
them. Helping employers to recruit a higher
proportion of actuarial trainees who are
subsequently successful in qualifying remains
an important target.
Trevor Watkins is head of learning for the
Actuarial Profession
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The Actuaries’ Code: a modern statement of principles for a thriving profession
Sir Philip Mawer, chairman of the Professional
Regulation Executive Committee, outlines the
concepts behind the Actuaries’ Code

Executive Committee, and his colleagues,
for their work in bringing the new Code to
fruition.

At the beginning of September, the
presidents of the Faculty and Institute wrote
to all actuaries, drawing their attention
to the new Actuaries’ Code, which comes
into force on 1 October. The Code, which
replaces the former Professional Conduct
Standards (PCSs), represents the cornerstone of a new professional regulation
system for UK actuaries.

Five key principles

Serving the public
Since its beginnings, the Actuarial Profession
has prided itself on setting and keeping high
standards in serving the public, its clients
and employers. As members of a chartered
profession, actuaries have a core obligation
to serve the public interest. The Profession’s
quality framework — which requires
compliance with clear standards of ethical
behaviour as well as of technical competence
and professional attainment — is the means
by which, as chartered professional bodies,
the Faculty and the Institute seek to ensure
that members of the Actuarial Profession
discharge that obligation.
In recent years, the Profession’s
expectations of its members have been
embodied in the PCSs. But as they developed
to serve an ever-growing profession, they
have become increasingly complex.

A move to principles-based regulation
They are also out of step with contemporary
ideas of best practice in professional
regulation. These avoid relying on detailed
sets of rules, instead identifying core
principles which can be applied in any set of
professional circumstances.
The new Actuaries’ Code — drawn up after
extensive consultation not only with the
Profession but with the Professional Oversight
Board and other external interests — follows
this pattern. It provides a short statement,
in relatively simple terms, of the standards
actuaries can be expected to observe when
serving the public and their clients (including
their employers).
Over time, the Code will be supplemented
by new Actuarial Profession Standards and
Information and Assistance Notes which will
offer additional reassurance to clients and
advice to members on what is expected of
actuaries in particular contexts. I pay tribute
to Andrew Chamberlain, my predecessor
as chairman of the Professional Regulation

10
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The Code sets out five key principles which
all actuaries are expected to observe in the
way they conduct their professional life.
These are:
n Integrity — acting honestly and with the
highest standards of integrity
n Competence and care — performing
professional duties competently and with care
n Impartiality — not allowing bias, conflict
of interest or the undue influence of others to
override professional judgment
n Compliance — with all relevant legal,
regulatory and professional requirements;
taking reasonable steps to avoid being
placed in a situation of non-compliance; and
challenging non-compliance by others
n Open communication — communicating
effectively and meeting all applicable
reporting standards.
These principles are not in themselves
new, but the new Code expresses them in
contemporary terms.

To whom and when does the Code
apply?
The Code applies to all actuaries, i.e. to
anyone who is subject to the Disciplinary
Schemes of the Faculty or Institute. It applies
at all times to members’ conduct in their
work as actuaries but will also be taken into
consideration where members’ conduct in
other contexts could reasonably be considered
to reflect on the Profession.

How does it apply?
Unlike the PCSs, breach of the Code will not
of itself be grounds for disciplinary action.
However, where an actuary’s conduct is called
into question, the Code will be taken into
account in any determination of whether
there has been “misconduct” within the
terms of the Profession’s Disciplinary Scheme.
Since the Code is not a set of rules,
conduct that apparently falls short of it will
not necessarily constitute “misconduct”
within the terms of the Scheme. For example,
it will be open to anyone facing a charge of
misconduct to show that, in the particular
circumstances of their case, the conduct
complained of was reasonable, or was not of
such a nature as to amount to misconduct
meriting a disciplinary penalty. Nevertheless,
the Code sets the benchmark by which an
actuary’s conduct will be judged.

What is the ‘public interest’?
Knowing that actuaries are required to follow
the Code and any associated standards
enables the clients and employers of actuaries
to rely on them to act with integrity and
competence, having regard to the public
interest. But how do actuaries know, in any
given situation, what is the public interest?
The answer to this question will inevitably
depend on the circumstances of the particular
case. However, by applying the principles set
out in the Code, actuaries will have an ethical
compass with which to guide themselves in
exercising their professional judgment. At the
end of the day, no set of rules can anticipate
every situation (and the danger of a purely
rules-based system is that it becomes ever
more elaborate and ends up by usurping the
exercise of individual judgment, so that the
response of those whose actions are questioned
becomes the classic: “But I was only following
the rules”). We all have to exercise judgment
in how we conduct ourselves — that is both
the burden and the privilege of being a
professional. The Code is an aid to all actuaries
in exercising that judgment.

Embedding and monitoring the Code
The introduction of the new Code represents
a radical shift in the style of the Profession’s
quality framework, if not in the core
principles which underpin it. In a companion
article to this one (see page 12), Roger Dix
describes how the Profession will be seeking
to help all its members to think through what
the change means for them.
The Committee I chair on behalf of the
Profession will be monitoring the operation
of the Code closely. We shall review it
formally in two years’ time and, meanwhile,
will be glad of feedback from members about
their experience. This can be sent to Fiona.
Goddard@actuaries.org.uk
As we build on the Code and thereby
further modernise the Profession’s quality
framework, we are keen to maintain close
dialogue with the Profession as well as with
interested parties outside it. Our aim is
simple but challenging — to build a system
of professional regulation for actuaries in
the UK which is recognised as first class
both by actuaries themselves and those they
serve. With the introduction of the new
Code, we are off to a good start in ensuring
that the Actuarial Profession can face the
rest of the 21st century with confidence in a
dynamic, exciting and thriving future.
Visit www.actuaries.org.uk/ActuariesCode
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The Actuaries’ Code — spreading the word
Roger Dix, chairman of the
Professionalism Awareness Committee
With the introduction of the Actuaries’ Code,
how do we ensure that all members are aware
of it and, just as importantly, have had an
opportunity to think through what it means
for them? That is what the Professionalism
Awareness Committee has been addressing,
and we have planned a range of activities
to communicate with as many members as
possible. We hope that we have designed
activities which will address the needs of all
of our members in one way or another, but
we are always open to practical new ideas, so
if you have an idea then please let us know.
The response has various aspects. At the
very basic level, (and not really due to any
work by the Committee) we know that all
the members have been advised of the new
Code, normally by e-mail, but also by other
means where no e-mail address is held. The
website has also contained this information,
and we hope to include reference to the Code
in the sessional meetings occurring in the
near future. The professionalism courses and
events for newly qualified and experienced
actuaries have already been changed to
include the Actuaries’ Code and discussions
on what this means for individual actuaries.
In October we will introduce a simple
and easy-to-use training module with an
accompanying quiz on the website (similar to
those which many of us use at work for topics

like health and safety or money laundering
and so on).
Awareness means more than simply
telling of the Code’s existence. We also
need to enable members to think through
what the Code means for them, and how,
if at all, behaviour needs to change. Let me
stress that as the Code is principles-based,
our role is not to provide further guidance
on the Code but to act as a catalyst for
members to develop their own thoughts on
this. Our activities have been arranged with
this in mind.
We have been provided with plenary
session opportunities by the Life and GI
convention organisers but, given the logistics
involved, this will not extend to discussion
sessions — which we know from recent
experience are a very popular and successful
way of helping us to think through issues.
We hope to have something approaching
inter-actuary discussions at our meetings
with local actuarial societies, where we
are offering to attend a meeting and lead
a discussion on the Code. We can also
offer this to any actuarial group within
a company. If your group has not been
contacted by us concerning this opportunity,
do not be shy. Contact us through Fiona
Goddard (address below) and we will do
what we can to provide a speaker.
We will write some articles on the Code
for publication in The Actuary and, while the
full details have still to be determined, these

Merger survey

One year after
Lehman Brothers

On 10 September, all voting members of
the Faculty of Actuaries and the Institute
of Actuaries were invited to take part in a
survey about the recent merger vote. The
Councils want to ascertain membership
views on the merger vote from the proposed
name and Charter to whether there was
enough consultation over the process.
The results of the survey will give
Councils a clearer picture of the views
of the membership and will help direct
where we go from here. When the survey is
completed, the results will be published by
the Profession.

Ronnie Bowie, Nigel Masters and Paul
Sweeting recently took part in a roundtable
discussion organised by the Profession on
the current and future economic climate.
The discussion aimed to address actuaries
being overlooked in many media debates
about the global financial crisis. Full text of
the discussion is available at www.actuaries.
org.uk.pr-rels/LehmanBrothers20090908.pdf
If you would like to suggest or take part
in a future roundtable discussion please
contact michael.scanlan@actuaries.org.uk

Keep up to date with actuary events
The events section is one of the most
popular sections of the Actuarial Profession’s
website www.actuaries.org.uk/media_centre/
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will probably be in the form
of case studies.
We are conscious
that we have a
large overseas
membership
to whom the
Code applies,
and hence we
should offer
them similar
opportunities
to UK-based
members.
This has
its own
additional
challenges, and we will
work with local actuarial
organisations to deliver
activity in this capacity.
By early 2010, we aim to
have provided all members
with at least one opportunity
to have considered the Code
and what it means for them.
We believe we will achieve this
in the ways I have described,
but please let us know if there
are alternative activities which
would be a possibility for a group of
members with whom you are involved.
Contact us through Fiona Goddard at
fiona.goddard@actuaries.org.uk

ap_events with members regularly checking
to see what upcoming conferences and
events the Profession has organised. Now,

members can subscribe to the RSS feeds on
the main events listing and on the practice
area events pages, and details of new events
will be sent direct to their desktop without
them having to search for them.
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Professional standards directory
The professional standards directory can
be found at www.actuaries.org.uk/regulation/
standards_compliance/professional_standards_
directory. It is designed to permit members
and others to access the current BAS
standards together with the current version

of the Actuarial Profession Standards.
Update 17 was issued to members on 1
September 2009.
A joint letter from the presidents to
members of the Profession introducing the
new Actuaries’ Code, can be accessed at
www.actuaries.org.uk/ActuariesCodeLetter

The Actuaries’ Code, which is effective from
1 October 2009, can be accessed on the
Profession’s website at www.actuaries.org.
uk/ActuariesCode. The Professional Conduct
Standards, which are replaced by the new
Actuaries’ Code, will be withdrawn at
midnight on 30 September 2009.

Report of a hearing on 4 August 2009 before a
disciplinary tribunal panel of the Institute of Actuaries
Mr Ian Conlon, FIA 1998, resident
in Bangor, Northern Ireland (‘the
Respondent’). The Respondent elected not
to appeal this decision.
The charge was that the respondent
had committed misconduct as defined in
rule 1.6 of the Disciplinary Scheme of the
Institute of Actuaries:
‘Misconduct’ means:
a) Any breach of the bye-laws of the
Institute; and/or
b) Any conduct, by a Member, whether
committed in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere, in the course of carrying out
professional duties or otherwise constituting
failure by that Member to comply with
the standards of behaviour, integrity,
competence, or professional judgment
which other Members or the public
might reasonably expect of a Member
having regard to any advice, guidance,
memorandum or statement on professional
conduct, practice, or duties which may
be given and published by the Institute
and/or, for so long as there is a relevant
Memorandum of Understanding in force, by
the Board for Actuarial Standards and to all
other relevant circumstances.
The Respondent was present and
represented at the heaaring.

The particulars of the charge
In reaching its determination on fact and
misconduct, the panel noted that the
burden of proof rests with the Institute’s
investigating actuary, and applied the
standard of proof set out in rule 1.4 of the
Institute’s Disciplinary Scheme.
The Panel found that between June
2005 and November 2008 the Respondent
had retained a number of Scheme Actuary
appointments without holding a current
Scheme Actuary Certificate, such conduct:
1 Constituting a breach of Bye-Law 76 of
the Institute of Actuaries and therefore
misconduct in terms of Rule 1.6(a) of
the Disciplinary Scheme of the Institute
of Actuaries.
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2 Constituting a material breach of
a requirement of a Practice Standard
Guidance Note, namely Paragraph 2.1
of version 6.0 of Guidance Note 29; and
paragraph 2.2 of version 7.0 and 7.1 of
Guidance Note 29.
3 Additionally, and in any event,
constituting Misconduct in terms of Rule
1.6(b) of the Disciplinary Scheme of the
Institute of Actuaries, namely conduct
falling below the standards of behaviour,
integrity, competence or professional
judgement which other members or
the public might reasonably expect of a
Member.
The Respondent admitted the charges
against him and issued a joint minute with
the Investigating Actuary admitting to
the facts of the case. The Tribunal found
the facts proved on the Respondent’s own
admission. The Joint Minute can be found
annexed to the determination on the
Profession’s website. The Panel therefore
considered whether the facts of the case
amounted to Misconduct within the
definition in rule 1.6 of the disciplinary
scheme.
The Panel found that the Respondent’s
behaviour did amount to Misconduct and
therefore that the Respondent was guilty of
Misconduct.

Sanctions
The Panel determined, under rule
6.23, that the following sanctions
were appropriate to impose upon the
Respondent:
n A fine of £1000
n Suspension from membership of the
Institute for a period of six months
n A requirement to attend a
professionalism course within 12 months.
The Panel’s reasons were as follows:
1 The Respondent has practised as a
pension Scheme Actuary without the
appropriate professional certificates in
place. He did that for a continuous period
of three years for a large number of clients.

The Institute has put in place guidance
for its Members who wish to practise
in this field. This is currently embodied
in Guidance Note 29. It has done so to
ensure that its Members adhere to the
letter as well as the spirit of Section 47 of
the Pensions Act 1995, which prescribes
various duties on a pension Scheme
Actuary.
2 The obtaining of a practising certificate
is thus not merely an administrative
requirement for the benefit of the Institute;
it is there to protect the public in general,
and pension schemes and their members
in particular. It does this by ensuring that
the Institute’s Members who work in this
highly responsible field are objectively
recognised as being professionally
competent to do so.
3 The Respondent had led colleagues
and clients to believe that he held such a
certificate and was therefore able to hold
Scheme Actuary appointments.
4 The Tribunal has considered detailed
submissions in mitigation put forward
by the Respondent. In a previous case,
the Panel imposed a two-year suspension
and a £5,000 fine. The reduced sanctions
in this case reflect the Respondent’s
early admissions and co-operation with
the investigation and recognise the
Respondent’s remorse for his actions and
genuine attempt to put right his mistakes
at personal expense.

Costs award
An application for costs was made on
behalf of the Investigating Actuary.
The Panel recognised that the
Respondent’s admissions, particularly in
his statement of 20 March 2009, should
have significantly reduced the workload of
the investigating team.
Nevertheless, there were some
difficulties in contacting the Respondent
and the Panel has therefore imposed
a contribution to costs of £500 on the
Respondent.
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Faculty of Actuaries adjudication
panel — determination report
Mr Stuart Macpherson Pender FFA
(the Respondent)
On 15 July 2009 the Adjudication
Panel considered a complaint that the
Respondent:
1 For the CPD year 1 July 2007 to 30 June
2008 failed to declare the appropriate
CPD Category as required by the Actuarial
Profession and set out in the CPD Schemes
contained with the CPD Handbook 2007
(version 12) at page 7; the CPD Handbook
2007 (version 13) at pages 7 and 12; and
the CPD Handbook 2007/08 (version 14) at
pages 8, 9 and 13.
2 For the CPD year 1 July 2007 to 30 June
2008 failed to maintain an online record
of CPD undertaken as required by the
Actuarial Profession and set out in the
CPD Handbook 2007 (version 12) at pages
10, 13 and 23; the CPD Handbook 2007
(version 13) at pages 8, 9, 10, 13, and
23; and the CPD Handbook 2007/2008
(version 14) at pages 9, 10, 11, 14, and 24.
And, in failing to do all of the above,
he failed to maintain and observe the
highest standards of conduct expected of
a Member, contrary to paragraph 2.1 of
version 2.3 of the Professional Conduct
Standards and paragraphs 1.2 and 2.1 of
version 3.0 of the Professional Conduct
Standards, which is therefore Misconduct
in terms of Rule 1.6(b) of the Disciplinary
Scheme for the Faculty of Actuaries as
constituting conduct falling below the
standards of behaviour, integrity, or
competence which other members or
the public might reasonably expect of a
Member.
The Panel determined that the case
report and the evidence annexed to it
disclosed a prima facie case of Misconduct
in respect of the allegations made against
the Respondent in accordance with Rule
4.2(b)(i) of the Faculty’s disciplinary
scheme and that the Respondent should
be invited to accept that there had been
Misconduct and to accept the following
sanction:
A reprimand.
The Panel’s reasons were as follows:
a) The Respondent admitted the allegations
against him.
b) The Panel noted that the CPD
Handbook 2007/08 (version 14) states, “...
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it is not the professional body’s intention
that every failure to comply with the
requirements of the CPD Handbook
would normally be treated as grounds
for complaint under the disciplinary
procedures. For example, if the failure
to fulfil appears to be the result of
misunderstanding the requirements…
then the committee will probably discuss
the situation with the actuary and will
want a plan to be prepared to rectify the
situation.”
The Respondent claimed to have
misunderstood the requirements of the
Actuarial Profession’s CPD Scheme but
the Panel felt that any misunderstanding
could only be as a result of the
Respondent not having made sufficient
attempt to understand his obligations.
c) The information and reminders about
the CPD Scheme in general circulars was
not prominent. For example, in the
14 March 2008 circular, the item on
CPD followed items on the merger with
the Faculty, meetings in Edinburgh and
general insurance.
E-mails sent addressed ‘BCC’ to the
Respondent referred to his being “in
default of the CPD Scheme” without
reference to the disciplinary procedures.
To understand the potential for a
reference to the disciplinary procedures,
the Respondent would have been required
to find, download and examine the CPD
scheme from the Profession’s website.
However, the e-mail of 12 March 2008
to the Respondent did give a warning of
a reference to the disciplinary processes
for the following year. In the situation of
a member working in the UK, the Panel
took the view that this was sufficient and
should have alerted the Respondent to
the seriousness of his obligations under
the scheme.
d) The Panel was satisfied that the
Respondent is now correctly classified as a
category 3 actuary under the CPD scheme
and, as such, is no longer required to
complete a mandatory amount of CPD.
e) Considering all the circumstances of
this complaint and the guidance issued
by the Disciplinary Board, the Panel did
not believe it appropriate to impose a fine
on the Respondent.

News in brief
Investment strategy for pensions
This seminar will be of particular interest
to any actuary involved in advising final
salary pension schemes. The emphasis of the
seminar will be on current developments in
asset management. The seminar takes place
on 22 October, at Staple Inn, London. For
further information visit www.actuaries.org.
uk/conf/investment_strategy_pensions

Podcast of seminars
The profession hosted a half-day seminar
at Staple Inn for regulators and bodies at
the heart of the financial crisis on 8 June. A
podcast of the event is available to loggedin members in four separate files, in the
Global Financial Crisis Group section of the
Knowledge Access Network at http://bit.ly/tinip:
1. The introduction to the event and Alistair
Milne’s presentation
2. Ralph Frankland and Andrew Smith’s
presentation
3. Paul Wilmott’s presentation
4. Paul Sharma’s presentation and closing
remarks.

Living to 100 Symposium 
Planning is under way for the next
international Living to 100 Symposium to
be held in Orlando, Florida from 5-7 January
2011. For more details visit http://bit.ly/d5yz5

Dependency modelling courses
These half-day courses being held at Staple
Inn on 18, 19 and 20 November, have been
developed jointly by the Smith Institute
for Industrial Mathematics and System
Engineering and The Actuarial Profession,
and aim to bridge the gap between
industry practice and the latest thinking on
dependency modelling.
The courses combine theory and practical
thinking in the areas of multivariate
distributions, and calibration of copulas with
examples of how to apply these techniques
to real problems. These courses will benefit
quantitative analysts, practising actuaries,
other industry experts who deal with risk
management, asset liability modelling, pricing,
value at risk or funding level at risk estimates,
and econometrists interested in techniques to
better capture market information. For more
details visit http://bit.ly/Tsc3W

Groupe Consultatif Colloquium
This year’s Colloquium will be held in Vienna
on 23 October. The topic is Pensions and
Security — risks in pension systems and
how to secure them. Further details at www.
gcactuaries.org
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The Actuaries’ Code — spreading the word
Roger Dix, chairman of the
Professionalism Awareness Committee
With the introduction of the Actuaries’ Code,
how do we ensure that all members are aware
of it and, just as importantly, have had an
opportunity to think through what it means
for them? That is what the Professionalism
Awareness Committee has been addressing,
and we have planned a range of activities
to communicate with as many members as
possible. We hope that we have designed
activities which will address the needs of all
of our members in one way or another, but
we are always open to practical new ideas, so
if you have an idea then please let us know.
The response has various aspects. At the
very basic level, (and not really due to any
work by the Committee) we know that all
the members have been advised of the new
Code, normally by e-mail, but also by other
means where no e-mail address is held. The
website has also contained this information,
and we hope to include reference to the Code
in the sessional meetings occurring in the
near future. The professionalism courses and
events for newly qualified and experienced
actuaries have already been changed to
include the Actuaries’ Code and discussions
on what this means for individual actuaries.
In October we will introduce a simple
and easy-to-use training module with an
accompanying quiz on the website (similar to
those which many of us use at work for topics

like health and safety or money laundering
and so on).
Awareness means more than simply
telling of the Code’s existence. We also
need to enable members to think through
what the Code means for them, and how,
if at all, behaviour needs to change. Let me
stress that as the Code is principles-based,
our role is not to provide further guidance
on the Code but to act as a catalyst for
members to develop their own thoughts on
this. Our activities have been arranged with
this in mind.
We have been provided with plenary
session opportunities by the Life and GI
convention organisers but, given the logistics
involved, this will not extend to discussion
sessions — which we know from recent
experience are a very popular and successful
way of helping us to think through issues.
We hope to have something approaching
inter-actuary discussions at our meetings
with local actuarial societies, where we
are offering to attend a meeting and lead
a discussion on the Code. We can also
offer this to any actuarial group within
a company. If your group has not been
contacted by us concerning this opportunity,
do not be shy. Contact us through Fiona
Goddard (address below) and we will do
what we can to provide a speaker.
We will write some articles on the Code
for publication in The Actuary and, while the
full details have still to be determined, these

Merger survey

One year after
Lehman Brothers

On 10 September, all voting members of
the Faculty of Actuaries and the Institute
of Actuaries were invited to take part in a
survey about the recent merger vote. The
Councils want to ascertain membership
views on the merger vote from the proposed
name and Charter to whether there was
enough consultation over the process.
The results of the survey will give
Councils a clearer picture of the views
of the membership and will help direct
where we go from here. When the survey is
completed, the results will be published by
the Profession.

Ronnie Bowie, Nigel Masters and Paul
Sweeting recently took part in a roundtable
discussion organised by the Profession on
the current and future economic climate.
The discussion aimed to address actuaries
being overlooked in many media debates
about the global financial crisis. Full text of
the discussion is available at www.actuaries.
org.uk.pr-rels/LehmanBrothers20090908.pdf
If you would like to suggest or take part
in a future roundtable discussion please
contact michael.scanlan@actuaries.org.uk

Keep up to date with actuary events
The events section is one of the most
popular sections of the Actuarial Profession’s
website www.actuaries.org.uk/media_centre/
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will probably be in the form
of case studies.
We are conscious
that we have a
large overseas
membership
to whom the
Code applies,
and hence we
should offer
them similar
opportunities
to UK-based
members.
This has
its own
additional
challenges, and we will
work with local actuarial
organisations to deliver
activity in this capacity.
By early 2010, we aim to
have provided all members
with at least one opportunity
to have considered the Code
and what it means for them.
We believe we will achieve this
in the ways I have described,
but please let us know if there
are alternative activities which
would be a possibility for a group of
members with whom you are involved.
Contact us through Fiona Goddard at
fiona.goddard@actuaries.org.uk

ap_events with members regularly checking
to see what upcoming conferences and
events the Profession has organised. Now,

members can subscribe to the RSS feeds on
the main events listing and on the practice
area events pages, and details of new events
will be sent direct to their desktop without
them having to search for them.
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Professional standards directory
The professional standards directory can
be found at www.actuaries.org.uk/regulation/
standards_compliance/professional_standards_
directory. It is designed to permit members
and others to access the current BAS
standards together with the current version

of the Actuarial Profession Standards.
Update 17 was issued to members on 1
September 2009.
A joint letter from the presidents to
members of the Profession introducing the
new Actuaries’ Code, can be accessed at
www.actuaries.org.uk/ActuariesCodeLetter

The Actuaries’ Code, which is effective from
1 October 2009, can be accessed on the
Profession’s website at www.actuaries.org.
uk/ActuariesCode. The Professional Conduct
Standards, which are replaced by the new
Actuaries’ Code, will be withdrawn at
midnight on 30 September 2009.

Report of a hearing on 4 August 2009 before a
disciplinary tribunal panel of the Institute of Actuaries
Mr Ian Conlon, FIA 1998, resident
in Bangor, Northern Ireland (‘the
Respondent’). The Respondent elected not
to appeal this decision.
The charge was that the respondent
had committed misconduct as defined in
rule 1.6 of the Disciplinary Scheme of the
Institute of Actuaries:
‘Misconduct’ means:
a) Any breach of the bye-laws of the
Institute; and/or
b) Any conduct, by a Member, whether
committed in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere, in the course of carrying out
professional duties or otherwise constituting
failure by that Member to comply with
the standards of behaviour, integrity,
competence, or professional judgment
which other Members or the public
might reasonably expect of a Member
having regard to any advice, guidance,
memorandum or statement on professional
conduct, practice, or duties which may
be given and published by the Institute
and/or, for so long as there is a relevant
Memorandum of Understanding in force, by
the Board for Actuarial Standards and to all
other relevant circumstances.
The Respondent was present and
represented at the heaaring.

The particulars of the charge
In reaching its determination on fact and
misconduct, the panel noted that the
burden of proof rests with the Institute’s
investigating actuary, and applied the
standard of proof set out in rule 1.4 of the
Institute’s Disciplinary Scheme.
The Panel found that between June
2005 and November 2008 the Respondent
had retained a number of Scheme Actuary
appointments without holding a current
Scheme Actuary Certificate, such conduct:
1 Constituting a breach of Bye-Law 76 of
the Institute of Actuaries and therefore
misconduct in terms of Rule 1.6(a) of
the Disciplinary Scheme of the Institute
of Actuaries.
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2 Constituting a material breach of
a requirement of a Practice Standard
Guidance Note, namely Paragraph 2.1
of version 6.0 of Guidance Note 29; and
paragraph 2.2 of version 7.0 and 7.1 of
Guidance Note 29.
3 Additionally, and in any event,
constituting Misconduct in terms of Rule
1.6(b) of the Disciplinary Scheme of the
Institute of Actuaries, namely conduct
falling below the standards of behaviour,
integrity, competence or professional
judgement which other members or
the public might reasonably expect of a
Member.
The Respondent admitted the charges
against him and issued a joint minute with
the Investigating Actuary admitting to
the facts of the case. The Tribunal found
the facts proved on the Respondent’s own
admission. The Joint Minute can be found
annexed to the determination on the
Profession’s website. The Panel therefore
considered whether the facts of the case
amounted to Misconduct within the
definition in rule 1.6 of the disciplinary
scheme.
The Panel found that the Respondent’s
behaviour did amount to Misconduct and
therefore that the Respondent was guilty of
Misconduct.

Sanctions
The Panel determined, under rule
6.23, that the following sanctions
were appropriate to impose upon the
Respondent:
n A fine of £1000
n Suspension from membership of the
Institute for a period of six months
n A requirement to attend a
professionalism course within 12 months.
The Panel’s reasons were as follows:
1 The Respondent has practised as a
pension Scheme Actuary without the
appropriate professional certificates in
place. He did that for a continuous period
of three years for a large number of clients.

The Institute has put in place guidance
for its Members who wish to practise
in this field. This is currently embodied
in Guidance Note 29. It has done so to
ensure that its Members adhere to the
letter as well as the spirit of Section 47 of
the Pensions Act 1995, which prescribes
various duties on a pension Scheme
Actuary.
2 The obtaining of a practising certificate
is thus not merely an administrative
requirement for the benefit of the Institute;
it is there to protect the public in general,
and pension schemes and their members
in particular. It does this by ensuring that
the Institute’s Members who work in this
highly responsible field are objectively
recognised as being professionally
competent to do so.
3 The Respondent had led colleagues
and clients to believe that he held such a
certificate and was therefore able to hold
Scheme Actuary appointments.
4 The Tribunal has considered detailed
submissions in mitigation put forward
by the Respondent. In a previous case,
the Panel imposed a two-year suspension
and a £5,000 fine. The reduced sanctions
in this case reflect the Respondent’s
early admissions and co-operation with
the investigation and recognise the
Respondent’s remorse for his actions and
genuine attempt to put right his mistakes
at personal expense.

Costs award
An application for costs was made on
behalf of the Investigating Actuary.
The Panel recognised that the
Respondent’s admissions, particularly in
his statement of 20 March 2009, should
have significantly reduced the workload of
the investigating team.
Nevertheless, there were some
difficulties in contacting the Respondent
and the Panel has therefore imposed
a contribution to costs of £500 on the
Respondent.
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Faculty of Actuaries adjudication
panel — determination report
Mr Stuart Macpherson Pender FFA
(the Respondent)
On 15 July 2009 the Adjudication
Panel considered a complaint that the
Respondent:
1 For the CPD year 1 July 2007 to 30 June
2008 failed to declare the appropriate
CPD Category as required by the Actuarial
Profession and set out in the CPD Schemes
contained with the CPD Handbook 2007
(version 12) at page 7; the CPD Handbook
2007 (version 13) at pages 7 and 12; and
the CPD Handbook 2007/08 (version 14) at
pages 8, 9 and 13.
2 For the CPD year 1 July 2007 to 30 June
2008 failed to maintain an online record
of CPD undertaken as required by the
Actuarial Profession and set out in the
CPD Handbook 2007 (version 12) at pages
10, 13 and 23; the CPD Handbook 2007
(version 13) at pages 8, 9, 10, 13, and
23; and the CPD Handbook 2007/2008
(version 14) at pages 9, 10, 11, 14, and 24.
And, in failing to do all of the above,
he failed to maintain and observe the
highest standards of conduct expected of
a Member, contrary to paragraph 2.1 of
version 2.3 of the Professional Conduct
Standards and paragraphs 1.2 and 2.1 of
version 3.0 of the Professional Conduct
Standards, which is therefore Misconduct
in terms of Rule 1.6(b) of the Disciplinary
Scheme for the Faculty of Actuaries as
constituting conduct falling below the
standards of behaviour, integrity, or
competence which other members or
the public might reasonably expect of a
Member.
The Panel determined that the case
report and the evidence annexed to it
disclosed a prima facie case of Misconduct
in respect of the allegations made against
the Respondent in accordance with Rule
4.2(b)(i) of the Faculty’s disciplinary
scheme and that the Respondent should
be invited to accept that there had been
Misconduct and to accept the following
sanction:
A reprimand.
The Panel’s reasons were as follows:
a) The Respondent admitted the allegations
against him.
b) The Panel noted that the CPD
Handbook 2007/08 (version 14) states, “...
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it is not the professional body’s intention
that every failure to comply with the
requirements of the CPD Handbook
would normally be treated as grounds
for complaint under the disciplinary
procedures. For example, if the failure
to fulfil appears to be the result of
misunderstanding the requirements…
then the committee will probably discuss
the situation with the actuary and will
want a plan to be prepared to rectify the
situation.”
The Respondent claimed to have
misunderstood the requirements of the
Actuarial Profession’s CPD Scheme but
the Panel felt that any misunderstanding
could only be as a result of the
Respondent not having made sufficient
attempt to understand his obligations.
c) The information and reminders about
the CPD Scheme in general circulars was
not prominent. For example, in the
14 March 2008 circular, the item on
CPD followed items on the merger with
the Faculty, meetings in Edinburgh and
general insurance.
E-mails sent addressed ‘BCC’ to the
Respondent referred to his being “in
default of the CPD Scheme” without
reference to the disciplinary procedures.
To understand the potential for a
reference to the disciplinary procedures,
the Respondent would have been required
to find, download and examine the CPD
scheme from the Profession’s website.
However, the e-mail of 12 March 2008
to the Respondent did give a warning of
a reference to the disciplinary processes
for the following year. In the situation of
a member working in the UK, the Panel
took the view that this was sufficient and
should have alerted the Respondent to
the seriousness of his obligations under
the scheme.
d) The Panel was satisfied that the
Respondent is now correctly classified as a
category 3 actuary under the CPD scheme
and, as such, is no longer required to
complete a mandatory amount of CPD.
e) Considering all the circumstances of
this complaint and the guidance issued
by the Disciplinary Board, the Panel did
not believe it appropriate to impose a fine
on the Respondent.

News in brief
Investment strategy for pensions
This seminar will be of particular interest
to any actuary involved in advising final
salary pension schemes. The emphasis of the
seminar will be on current developments in
asset management. The seminar takes place
on 22 October, at Staple Inn, London. For
further information visit www.actuaries.org.
uk/conf/investment_strategy_pensions

Podcast of seminars
The profession hosted a half-day seminar
at Staple Inn for regulators and bodies at
the heart of the financial crisis on 8 June. A
podcast of the event is available to loggedin members in four separate files, in the
Global Financial Crisis Group section of the
Knowledge Access Network at http://bit.ly/tinip:
1. The introduction to the event and Alistair
Milne’s presentation
2. Ralph Frankland and Andrew Smith’s
presentation
3. Paul Wilmott’s presentation
4. Paul Sharma’s presentation and closing
remarks.

Living to 100 Symposium 
Planning is under way for the next
international Living to 100 Symposium to
be held in Orlando, Florida from 5-7 January
2011. For more details visit http://bit.ly/d5yz5

Dependency modelling courses
These half-day courses being held at Staple
Inn on 18, 19 and 20 November, have been
developed jointly by the Smith Institute
for Industrial Mathematics and System
Engineering and The Actuarial Profession,
and aim to bridge the gap between
industry practice and the latest thinking on
dependency modelling.
The courses combine theory and practical
thinking in the areas of multivariate
distributions, and calibration of copulas with
examples of how to apply these techniques
to real problems. These courses will benefit
quantitative analysts, practising actuaries,
other industry experts who deal with risk
management, asset liability modelling, pricing,
value at risk or funding level at risk estimates,
and econometrists interested in techniques to
better capture market information. For more
details visit http://bit.ly/Tsc3W

Groupe Consultatif Colloquium
This year’s Colloquium will be held in Vienna
on 23 October. The topic is Pensions and
Security — risks in pension systems and
how to secure them. Further details at www.
gcactuaries.org
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Extended funding for Quantitative Finance Network
The Actuarial Profession has been offered
a grant from the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) to
continue its activities for a further year

Department of Mathematics

under the umbrella of the Quantitative
Finance Network (QFN). The Network was
launched in March 2006 with funding from
the EPSRC for three years. During that time,
the QFN has organised well-attended events
aimed at promoting interchange between
those working in the financial services sector
and leading academic researchers.
Academics have gained a better
understanding of the needs of practitioners,
focusing on solutions to problems such
as estimating the volatility of property
assets and the challenges of uncertainty
management and forecasting in morbidity
modelling, while practitioners have
gained insight into how to apply more
sophisticated techniques. The Profession
has benefited from working in collaboration
with both the Smith Institute for Industrial
Mathematics and System Engineering and
the Lighthill Risk Network (a not-for-profit
organisation set up to encourage the use of
advanced mathematical techniques in the
business world).
A programme of events has focused on
the practical implementation of dependency

modelling using copulas. Events where
delegates were invited to model some
general insurance ‘pseudo-data’ and
submit their answers with a summary of
their approach were followed by events
where selected contributors presented their
methods and delegates heard presentations
on the more advanced approaches they
could have taken.
A practical outcome has been
collaboration between the Profession and
the Smith Institute to design a course in
dependency modelling which aims to
bridge the gap between industry practice
and the latest thinking. It takes place at
Staple Inn in November. For further details
visit http://tinyurl.com/nhrj2v
For further information and reports
on all QFN events, see the QFN page on
the Profession’s website at http://tinyurl.
com/nraavz
The extended funding will enable the
Profession to plan a programme of work
for the forthcoming year. Please forward
suggestions for practical problems which
would benefit from collaboration between
practitioners and academics to
trevor.watkins@actuaries.org.uk

You’ve analysed the options.
You’ve assessed the risk.
Now go the distance.
A University with a reputation for inspirational teaching and innovative course
delivery through quality distance learning. A Department that’s ranked in
the UK’s top ten. A course accredited by the Faculty and the Institute of
Actuaries, that offers close links with industry. This is one route to professional
qualification that will stand close and detailed analysis.

PGDip Actuarial Science by distance learning
This Postgraduate Diploma provides a first step towards becoming a full
Fellow of the Faculty and Institute of Actuaries. Covering the full CT1-8
syllabus, successful completion of the course offers exemption from the CT1-8
examinations and will allow you to continue study for a Master’s Degree.
The programme is delivered through supported distance learning,
cutting-edge virtual classroom technology and face-to-face tuition through
a series of summer schools.
You will need a 2:1 degree in a maths related subject and strong ambitions to
develop a career as an Actuary.

www.le.ac.uk/goto/actuary
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University of Manchester’s course in actuarial
sciences and mathematics — one year later
In September 2008, the University of
Manchester enrolled its first 62 students
in a new BSc course in Actuarial Science
and Mathematics. The development of this
course involved extensive discussions with
the Profession and with local employers.
While providing a good number of
exemptions, Manchester was keen to build
on its particular strengths.
Launching this course was a natural
development of their growing research in
financial mathematics and has led to the
development of further interactions and
course options with Manchester Business
School and the Economics Group in the
School of Social Sciences.

Priorities for research
A recent survey of members indicated
that, after risk management, mortality and
longevity are considered the priorities for
the Profession’s centrally driven research.
Recurring themes in the responses included:
n Identifying the drivers of mortality
n The impact of various medical conditions
n The importance of reliable data
n Global impacts of ageing — looking to
2050 and beyond
n Working towards a ‘cause-based’ model
n Correlations between mortality trends and

News

New MSc in Quantitative
Risk Management

The new purpose-built Alan Turing Building in
which the actuarial students are based and where
the North West Actuarial Society regularly holds
meetings to which students are invited

September 2009 saw the launch of HeriotWatt University’s new MSc in Quantitative
Risk Management. Core components of this
degree include two full-semester modules
that cover the full syllabus of the UK
Profession’s new ST9 exam.
Successful students will also be eligible
for the new international enterprise risk
management qualification, Chartered
Enterprise Risk Analyst (CERA) that the
UK Actuarial Profession is closely involved
with. Heriot-Watt professor Andrew Cairns
contributed significantly to the development
of ST9 in the UK and CERA at the
international level. The first cohort of students
will study the ST9 modules full-time, but parttime options will be available from 2010.

long-term care needs
n Morbidity incidence rates and trends
n Value of working with other disciplines.
It is timely that the Mortality
Research Steering Group has organised a
multidisciplinary conference which takes
place at the Royal College of Physicians,
Edinburgh, on 21-22 October. The
conference will allow actuaries to engage
with researchers working at the forefront of
other disciplines and examine the drivers of
change in mortality and morbidity as well as
identify future areas of work.

The Steering Group hopes that the
outcome of this shared work will be to
improve actuaries’ abilities to meet the
needs of clients, including policymakers,
planners, medical researchers, pension
providers and insurers. For those unable to
attend the conference, please look out for a
report in a later issue of The Actuary and the
papers which will be published in the British
Actuarial Journal early in the new year.
For more information visit www.actuaries.
org.uk/events/mortality2009 or e-mail
claire.marsh@actuaries.org.uk

Publishing the International Series on Actuarial Science
By Chris Daykin and Angus Macdonald
Older actuaries may remember the textbooks
they studied on the way through the exams:
Donald, Neill, Benjamin & Pollard, Fisher &
Young… those were the days!
Actuarial education has moved on, and
the Profession has ceased to publish its own
books but that does not mean the role of
books in actuarial science has diminished.
Students need to supplement their reading;
practising actuaries need to refresh, update
and expand their skills; some actuaries move
from one field to another; and the subjects
themselves advance through research both in
actuarial science and in many related fields.
Universities around the world rely heavily on
a supply of good textbooks.
In 2002, a small committee led by Paul
Grace drew up plans to launch a new series
of books under the Profession’s auspices
ensure these needs continue to be met.
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After a competitive process, Cambridge
University Press (CUP) was chosen as the
publisher and the International Series
on Actuarial Science (ISAS) was born.
ISAS features both textbooks and more
advanced works suitable for continuing
professional development or for describing
and synthesizing research and aims to show
how actuarial science can be used in all areas
where there is long-term financial risk.
Seven years is not long in the field of
scholarly or technical publishing. Sometimes
an author with a good manuscript will come
looking for a publisher, but often authors
are found, persuaded, commissioned,
chased, cajoled and gently prodded before a
manuscript is delivered. ISAS is now bearing
fruit, with six titles either published or
imminent and more in preparation. Much
of the credit belongs to CUP mathematics
editor David Tranah and his colleagues.
The catalogue is truly international. The

first authors are from Australia, Canada,
Denmark, Singapore, the UK and the USA.
The breadth of coverage is also as we had
hoped, with textbooks on risk theory,
life and general insurance mathematics,
regression models and research monographs
on generalised linear models and marketconsistent valuation methods. The full list is
available at www.cambridge.org/actuaries
On its website, CUP is offering the chance
to buy all the current books in the series at
a special discount that lasts until the end of
October 2009 and there are contact details
for those who would like to submit a book
proposal for the series.
As series editors, we are keen to find
authors with good ideas to whom ISAS can
offer one of the world’s most respected
publishers, a truly international readership
and the full support of the Profession. Please
get in touch if you are interested in this
opportunity.
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Industry

Driving into
Closing down — everything must go?
the headwind
The motor insurance industry has
been going through a torrid time, with
underwriting losses of a huge scale.
According to Watson Wyatt, the true level
of losses in 2008 of £1 billion is more than
double what has been reported to the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) because
the insurers used reserves from previous
years to offset some of it.
Ryan Warren, senior consultant at Watson
Wyatt, said: “These insurers [are] disguising
the actual underlying performance of the
business. By removing these reserves and
allocating them to the year they actually
come from, we were able to identify and
better understand the true underlying
profitability of the market.”
Watson Wyatt expects the industry to
be profitable next year — when projected
underwriting losses fall from the current
15% of earned premiums to 6% — with a
2% p.a. return on capital, after allowing
for investment returns. However, the firm
warns that, despite a likely improvement
in profitability, these companies still face
significant headwinds including: clients
regularly changing insurer or policy often
aided by comparison websites, which have
increased pricing transparency; an increase
in the number of third-party bodily injury
claims; the risk that the recessionary
environment increases fraudulent claims;
the greater likelihood of periodic payments;
and the move towards higher excess
policies, which reduce average premiums.

Markets hit 5000 —
gloom over for now
In a slew of articles dealing with some
supposed magic when the FTSE100 index
crosses a round number, the press called
time on gloom for those considering
retiring. Expect these headlines to be
recycled over and over again as we move
increasingly into a defined contribution
retirement market.
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In its latest excellent survey, the Association
of Consulting Actuaries (ACA) has reviewed
the near-terminal decline in defined benefit
(DB) pension schemes. It found that seven
out of eight schemes have now closed their
doors to new entrants and that a fifth of
those have stopped existing members from
earning more pension. Of the remainder,
a third are actively being reviewed, to
consider changes such as altering the
accrual rate or moving to a career average
type of scheme.
Charting the changes in contribution
levels over the last decade, the ACA
shows that employer contributions to DB
arrangements have doubled in that period,
while defined contribution (DC) inputs have
barely changed. Naturally, the shift in the
cost of DB is a result of rising costs rather
than changes in benefits but the contrast
between 30% of salary going into DB
schemes and 10% into DC schemes implies
pension benefits that could be a third of

Not so pennypinching after all
In a rare ‘good news’ story about pensions,
Aon reports that almost one in five
workers has increased the amount they
pay into their pension compared to last
year and that only 5%
have decreased
their pension
payments.

current DB levels in decades to come.
The ACA is a long-standing supporter of
continued DB pension provision. Its survey
reports that many employers are unhappy
with current legislation and would
consider introducing what the ACA calls
a “middle way” benefit design if public
policy allowed, although it is unclear from
its report how robust such consideration
really is and whether companies really do
want to take inflation and investment risks
for their staff pensions back on to their
own books rather than the simpler route of
setting up a DC option.
Keith Barton, ACA chairman, is critical
of the government’s attitude: “The latest
‘concession’ indicating a willingness to
deregulate only if defined benefit schemes
are kept open is not the right approach.”
Indeed, it seems peculiar, particularly in the
pensions arena, that the government would
really take its lead from industry practice
rather than leading for itself.

Aon surveyed 4046 respondents
and suggests that, at a time when some
employers are cutting back their pension
provision, a significant slice of the
workforce is picking up this shortfall by
increasing personal payments.
Commenting on the latest findings,
Helen Dowsey, principal of Aon
Consulting, said: “These findings are
encouraging news as they show that, for
a significant number of people, saving
for a pension is sacrosanct despite the
recession. With some employers less able
to contribute as generously as in the past,
many individuals have taken it upon
themselves to make up the shortfall.”
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From the world of general insurance
AIG and other fall-out from
the global financial crisis
Robert Benmosche took over from Edward
Liddy as president and chief executive of AIG
on 10 August, having previously held similar
positions at MetLife. At the same time,
Harvey Golub took over as non-executive
chairman, having previously been chairman
and chief executive at American Express.
Benmosche praised Liddy for his role in
stabilising AIG and implementing a strategy
to repay the company’s creditors, including
the taxpayers. In early August, the company
announced its first profitable quarter (second
quarter 2009) since September 2007.

Asbestos and pollution developments
The Law Lords have ruled in favour
of reinsurers AGF Insurance and Wasa
International in a case in which they
reinsured Lexington Insurance. Although
Lexington has been ordered by the
Washington State Court to pay pollution
clean-up costs to its insured, Alcoa, covering
a period of about 50 years, the reinsurers’
liability has been limited to the three-year
period of the reinsurance policy.
This decision, which was based on the
fact that a period clause is fundamental to a
reinsurance contract and that a ‘follow the
settlements’ clause does not bind reinsurers to
provide cover for losses falling outside the limits
of the period clause, reverses that of the appeals
court and reinstates that of the lower court.

qualified experienced staff, such as actuaries,
has increased. The demand comes from both
insurers trying to build appropriate teams
of staff and from regulators across Europe.
This also reflects the significant amount
of time which insurers will need to spend
in preparing for the new regime — Towers
Perrin has published figures indicating an
average of 1000 hours.

UK motor insurance
AA Insurance has published figures which
show reduced accident rates in 2008, with
casualties down 8% from the previous year
and deaths and serious injuries down by
9%. In spite of this, personal injury claims
are still increasing, and the Association of
British Insurers said these totalled £9.6bn in
the year.
Motor insurance premiums are also rising
sharply, with the AA’s British Insurance
Premium Index showing that premiums for
comprehensive policies increased by 3.5%
in the second quarter of 2009, and by over
11% in the last year. This is the steepest
increase for 10 years — the AA suggested
that the principal drivers of this increase
were personal injury and fraud claims.

EW Payne pools’ schemes
of arrangement

Advisers to these schemes have reported
that, only 12 months after receiving court
approval, all established liabilities under the
schemes were due for payment by 31 July
Solvency II
2009. The 82 schemes are among the most
In light of the approach of the introduction
complex ever undertaken, involving 120
of the Solvency II regime, competition for
original underwriting entities from several
GB2496_EXACTVAL_summer_ad_80x180.qxd 15/9/09 5:56 pm Page 1

different jurisdictions. The pools had been
in run-off for over 20 years after writing
reinsurance business from 1960 to 1985.

Lloyd’s
Three Lloyd’s credit ratings were all affirmed
in July and August. Firstly, Fitch affirmed
Lloyd’s financial stability rating at A+,
and this was shortly followed by AM Best
affirming their A rating. Finally Standard &
Poor’s affirmed their A+ rating with stable
outlook, highlighting strong operating
performance, capitalisation and financial
flexibility. In addition S&P, noted the
increased number of entrants to the market
and the completion of the Equitas deal with
Berkshire Hathaway.

US crop insurance
US farmers received a record US$8.6bn in
crop insurance claims in 2008, with the
biggest payments being in Iowa, North
Dakota, Texas and Minnesota. Most of the
claims payments came from private insurance
companies licensed to provide cover under a
federal crop insurance programme.

For more general
insurance news
More news on the following items can be
found on the website:
n Regulatory and legal developments
n Marine and aviation developments
n UK solicitor’s professional indemnity
n Mergers and acquisitions
n Catastrophe bonds
n Large losses
Visit www.the-actuary.org.uk/
category/news/industry

External Actuarial Valuations

Holidays are over
•
•
•
•

Exams are looming for students
New graduates need training
Backlog of valuation work
Contractors are too expensive

The solution?

Outsource valuation work and training to ExactVAL
• Valuation work for all shapes & sizes of schemes
• Training for staff at varying levels

For more details visit our website www.exactval.co.uk or call us now on 01727 830462
www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Tropic Thames Actuary ironman
Taha Ahmad reports on the
annual SIAS boat party

The Miyaki Maru was the place to be for
the annual SIAS summer boat party. On
Friday 24 July, 180 actuaries gathered to
celebrate summer on the Thames.
As I set off, the weather did not seem
befitting with the theme ‘Tropic Thames’.
Instead, it was more a case of ‘river of
rainforests’, judging by the downpour!
Luckily, as I neared the Miyuki Maru’s
docking port, rays of sunshine peeked
through the grey clouds and the rain
began to dissipate.
With the help of Iain Ritchie and Jafor
Sadek, the vessel was adorned with
decorations characteristic of the tropics.
With the boat ready, the weather restored
and the guests waiting patiently at the
pier, it was time for the party to begin. A
huge thanks goes to Nilantheny Christie,
Amanda Prest, Lisa Mahtani and Clara
Hughes for welcoming and guiding the
guests onboard.
As we departed, with each guest
clutching their welcome drinks, I looked
around at the array of colourfully dressed
people surrounding me, many adorned in
the appropriate tropical theme. The night
meandered pleasantly with conversation,
music and laughter as guests mingled and
danced on the boat as it gently rocked on
the waters of the great river Thames.
There was still plenty of daylight to
enjoy a view of the river and pose for
some treasured photos. As daylight
gradually disappeared, the dance floor
began to fill and actuaries showed off
their disco skills.
The casino again attracted plenty of
attention. Many tried their luck at roulette,
hoping to beat the odds. Ultimately, Yang
Lu (Hewitt) was the lucky one, winning a
bottle of champagne.
Upon arrival back at the dock, many of
the guests moved to the after-party at
Agenda Bar and carried on dancing the
night away until three in the morning.
Thank you to everyone who helped
with the organisation, especially Kaynat
Choudhury (Kent University), who put in
a lot of hard work but missed out on the
fun. Mostly I’d like to thank those who
attended. Without you all, the party would
have been nothing. I really hope you had
a great night, and hope to see you all next
year — we’re already thinking of ways of
making it even better.
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On Sunday 2 August, Peter Thompson
(Jardine Lloyd Thompson) took part in the
Ironman UK triathlon, one of the UK’s most
gruelling endurance events. Reporting on the
experience, he said:
“I was pleased to complete the 2.4 mile
swim (one hour, 26 minutes), 112 mile bike
in the mountainous western Pennines (six
hours, seven minutes) and marathon (three
hours, 38 minutes) in an overall 11 hours, 23

minutes. Actuaries will note this does not add
up, as there are two transitions in the overall
time. I was fifth out of 45 competitors and the
second Brit to finish, which was pleasing for a
first (and last) effort.
“The determination to stick with
the training schedule (and to get rid of
accumulated body mass resulting from years
of supporting British breweries) is similar
to that needed to stick with the exams,
so I recommend this to all actuaries on
completion of the exams!”

Peter Thompson during the gruelling Ironman race

Marriages
n Rob Arthur (Grant Thornton) and Vicky
Knifton married on 8 August 2009 at
St. Luke’s church in Heage, Derbyshire.

Rob Arthur and Vicky Knifton
on their wedding day

142 Holborn Bars, London EC1N 2NQ.
Donations may be made to the Sir Brian
and Lady Corby Fund for student bursaries
at St John’s, Cambridge — contact
s.w.teal@joh.cam.ac.uk, the Development
Office or call +44(0)1223 760900.
If you plan to attend, please let
Tim Wilson know (tim.wilson@prudential.
co.uk; Tel: +44(0)20 7548 3942), as this will
facilitate the catering arrangements.
n Mr Walter Adrian Scott died on
9 August 2009, aged 67. He became a fellow
of the Faculty in 1965.
n Student actuary James Quinn sadly died
in a motorcycle accident on 1 August 2009.
A tribute can be found on The Actuary’s
website at www.the-actuary.org.uk/868777.

Births
Deaths
n Sir Brian Corby: Thanksgiving Service
There will be a service of thanksgiving for
Sir Brian Corby at St Andrew Holborn,
5 St Andrew Street, London EC4A 3AB at
15.00 on Friday 2 October, followed by light
refreshments in the Waterhouse Suite at

n Gareth Mee (Ernst and Young) and wife
Laura are delighted to announce the arrival
of their daughter Ariana Sophia on
4 June 2009, a little sister for Zahara.
n Barry Stevenson (Pearl Group) and his wife
Aimee announce the birth of their beautiful
daughter, Faith, on 3 September 2009.
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Monday October 12
Welcome drinks
Staple Inn Hall, 5.30pm for 6pm

Tuesday 20 October
Solvency II implementation
Staple Inn Hall, 5.30pm for 6pm

Thursday October 29

Programme/social event
This event is a great way for new members to
learn more about the profession, SIAS and the
route to becoming a qualified actuary. It’s also an
ideal opportunity for new students to get to know
each other while enjoying the free drinks, buffet

Programme event
The Annual General Meeting will be held at Staple
Inn Hall. The main business of the meeting will
be to accept the reports and accounts, confirm the
nominations for honorary secretary and confirm the
appointment of those successfully elected to fill the
vacancies for ordinary members of the committee.
Following the AGM, the Faculty of Actuaries

What better way to celebrate the end of exams
than to come along to the SIAS games night and
enjoy a fun-filled evening? There will be plenty of
games to keep you entertained including Wii and
chess tournaments.
Food will be served to keep your energy
levels high. Tickets are £5 for SIAS members, £7
for non-members. To purchase, please e-mail
tahajamilahmad@hotmail.com
Please note that we will allocate places on a
first-come, first-served basis so be sure to reserve
quickly to avoid disappointment.

The City Pride
28 Farringdon Lane, EC1R 3AN
6pm

Jubilee lecture
Staple Inn Hall, 5.30pm for 6pm

Friday 27 November
SIAS ball
From Russia with love —
The revolution
Billingsgate Vaults,
Lower Thames Street, EC3

Solvency & Capital Management Research Group
will present a paper considering the practical
implementation challenges of internal models for
Solvency II.
There is no need to register for this event in
advance. A buffet supper will be provided at a
nearby tavern after the meeting.

Social event

Games night

Tuesday 17 November

and entertainment! If you have recently joined
the profession as a student or if your company is
expecting new graduates to join this autumn, then
please spread the word and keep an eye out for
more details on the SIAS website.

Programme event
We have secured a fabulous speaker for this year’s
Jubilee lecture! Save the date and look out for more
details to follow.

Social event
SIAS invites you to a luxurious Russian palace for
our annual supper! Let us take you back in time to
the drama of the Russian Revolution, where we
will combine the opulence of Tsarist royalty with
the beauty of a frozen Siberian forest. For further
information or to book tickets, visit www.sias.org.
uk or contact Alvin Kissoon at social@sias.org.uk

For details of events, visit www.sias.org.uk
www.the-actuary.org.uk
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Insurance

Non-life

Road to recovery
Graham Fulcher discusses the effects of global economic recession on the
non-life insurance sector and the warning signs to be heeded for the future

Graham Fulcher is
the leader of the
Watson Wyatt UK
non-life team

I

n looking at the effects of recession
on the non-life sector, we have not
concentrated on the increase in claims,
which is likely to be greatest in classes
such as trade credit, payment protection,
mortgage indemnity, D&O and E&O, or
the downturn in premium volumes, which
is likely to be greatest in classes such as
construction, marine construction and cargo
workers’ compensation, but instead on some
of the broader possible effects.

Medium-term economic effects
Whatever the short-term path for interest
rates and inflation as governments attempt
to use fiscal and monetary policies to
avoid a profound slump, there are likely
to be medium-term impacts on economic
variables. Fundamentally, the crisis stemmed
from a high level of Western consumers’
and companies’ indebtedness. To reverse
this will require a period of one or all of the
following: high inflation rates, high debt
defaults or low consumption and hence, low
economic growth.
After a long period, until around two
years ago, of low and stable inflation,
non-life insurers are rediscovering the skills
needed to navigate through a world of
unpredictable inflation, with its resulting
effect on an industry which takes premiums
upfront in exchange for guaranteeing
against uncertain future payouts.
Many commentators are predicting
that the economic crisis will cause a longterm fall in the power of the West and,
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particularly, the Anglo-Saxon economic
model, and a transfer of economic power
to China or the Middle East. What will this
mean for the non-life industry, which has
traditionally been dominated by the West?
Will we see Sino and Sovereign Wealth Fund
investment in the insurance industry? Or
have the losses they have suffered in Fortis
and the UK and US banking sectors dented
their appetite for Western financial services?
Foreign exchange rates are also likely
to continue their volatility as the global
economy attempts to readjust to a new
equilibrium — for instance, the rise of
the Renminbi as a reserve currency at the
expense of the dollar.
For many non-life insurers, classic foreign
exchange mismatch risk — between assets
and liabilities — is less of an issue as claims
reserves are commonly closely matched
to the underlying liabilities. However,
many insurers writing business globally,
for example, at Lloyd’s, have already found
themselves with a mismatch between capital
commonly held in local currency for the
head office and capital drivers, principally
based on potential claims liabilities and
premium levels; and expense levels based
on the currency of domicile of staff and
premium levels.

Counterparty risk
Some key lessons for financial institutions
from the financial crisis are that:
n Companies accepting and transferring risk
should assess the impact on their business if
they are no longer able to transfer this risk
n Simply repackaging and renaming a risk
does not remove the risk altogether
n Rating agency assessments are as fallible
as any other long-term financial assessments
and should not be used to abdicate risk
management responsibilities.
For non-life insurers this is likely to lead to:
n Greater focus on counterparty risk and a
likely resurgence in the syndication of risk
among a pool of (re)insurers at the expense
of its transfer to a smaller number of highly
rated players
n Greater focus on the business model of
trading risk via facultative reinsurance
n Greater management focus on mismatches between losses-occurring

reinsurance and risk-attaching insurance,
especially when written on a multi-year
basis in classes like construction and
political risk.
The perceived regulatory failures that did
not prevent the crisis in the banking industry
have led to a wide range of proposals for
future regulatory reforms. Many of these
proposals as currently drafted apply across
the financial services industry, including
insurance. Insurance trade bodies such as the
ABI and CEA have already warned publicly
against the risk of a one-size-fits-all approach
to financial service regulation. However, with
the role that major insurer AIG played in
the crisis, notwithstanding that the failures
occurred where it acted in a quasi-banking
capacity, it seems inevitable that part of
the regulatory backlash will impact on the
insurance industry.
Likely medium-term effects include:
n A greater focus on modelling of risk but
with greater scrutiny of the output of complex
models and a requirement to test this output
using stress and scenario-type testing
n A focus on any insurers considered
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navigate through a
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has, at present, led to a disconnect between
reinsurance and catastrophe bond prices.
There are reports of the banking industry
already reverting to the payment of high
bonuses. However, current and future
legislative or regulatory intervention at the
UK, US, EU or global level is likely to place
a limit on the remunerative attractiveness
of the investment banking and hedge fund
industries to mathematically qualified
graduates. Further public anger at the
activities of these companies and their effect
on the ‘real’ economy is likely to make
employment in these sectors less socially
attractive. Could the credit crunch represent
a one-off opportunity for the non-life
insurance industry to increase the calibre of
its recruits?

Company strategy

intrinsic to the financial system
n An attempt to move regulatory regimes to
anti-cyclicality
n A move to greater global co-ordination
nothwithstanding a short-term trend to
local supervision
n A focus on remuneration policies
and their alignment with sound risk
management
n A backlash against jurisdictions perceived
either as tax havens or weakly regulated.

Capital-raising and industry trends
The capital needs of Lloyd’s insurers, partly
driven by exchange-rate fluctuations,
have proved one of the few areas where
institutional investors have been willing to
respond. Although individually beneficial
to those companies, the net effect of this
availability of capital has been to mitigate
some of the hardening expected in the
commercial lines market. After all, it was the
availability of cheap and easy credit to both
individuals and banks that fundamentally
drove the behaviour that eventually led to
the credit crunch.
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By contrast, the reinsurance market
has been firmer in some classes, leaving
some direct insurers in a classical squeeze
between hardening reinsurance rates and
softer direct rates. Many commentators
predicted the death of the reinsurance cycle
due to mechanisms such as sidecars and
catastrophe bonds but, unlike post 2004/05,
these have not formed a ready source of
capital — in turn offsetting rate-hardening.
The sidecar class of 2006/07 relied on
heavy gearing to bridge the gap between the
insurance returns available and the return
on equity required by the sponsoring hedge
funds. The drying-up of credit has severely
dampened the formation of sidecars in 2009.
As for catastrophe bonds, the recent crisis
should, in the longer term, be the proof
of their ‘zero-beta’ and true diversification
from standard credit risk. However, the
crisis has revealed some flaws in the
structuring to date of these bonds around
collateral issues for the principal on the
bond and the underlying interest paid on
that principal. Further, the hardening of the
bond market, beyond reinsurance hardening

Company strategies will also need to
evolve. The requirements of Solvency
II were expected to favour larger, more
diversified entities, but the recent crisis has
caused them to think again. Dispersion
of risk should not be confused with true
diversification — especially when there is a
common driver to risk and especially when
that common driver is particularly key in
the tail. Banks found that supposedly hugely
diversified books were all subject to the
same mortgage default and liquidity risks. As
another example, some motor insurers allow
for diversification between different target
markets and different distribution channels
but in the tail they are all likely to be driven
by the risk of retrospective legislation with a
severely adverse effect on motor claims.
The crisis has also shown that the risks of
getting into a business that you do not
understand have been underestimated, as a
number of insurers with financial services
operations learn their cost.
Further, insurers will need to
combine strategic thinking with their
risk management and understand the
defensibility and adaptability of their
strategy if there is a sudden quantum change
in economic conditions, institutional
arrangement and legislative conditions.
If you would like to comment on this article, please
e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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General insurance

Reserving

At a crossroads
Kathryn Morgan highlights an important debate for general insurance actuaries

Kathryn Morgan is
a member of the
General Insurance
Practice Executive
Committee. She
will be chairing this
debate at GIRO

T

here seems to be a strong movement
in the general insurance (GI)
actuarial community that now is the
time to grasp the nettle of change.
Our life colleagues have already been down
this road and are able to say that they have
set aside flawed methods and now have the
best tools for the job. Is general insurance
reserving at the same point? This is where
actuarial work in general insurance started
— have we rested on our laurels for too
long? Should we be learning from the life
actuaries and fundamentally addressing
what we do in order to use current science,
improve our understanding of uncertainty,
and communicate results better?
The first session on Friday 9 October at
GIRO is a key debate that will affect all GI
actuaries. Some sessions at GIRO are talked
about for years afterwards — the Michael
Bright interview or Derek Newton’s nonappearance presentation, for example. This
debate is one of the key sessions of GIRO
2009. If you are in Edinburgh, you need to
be there and we intend that it will be talked
about long after GIRO is over.
We have traditionally held some of our
most important and thought-provoking
sessions on the final Friday morning of
GIRO, so that delegates go away with a real
sense of purpose for change. This year will
be no different.
At first glance, a debate on reserving
methods seems to be a re-run of the GRIT/
ROC topics we have covered so many times
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over the last few years. What’s new? And
why is it important?
There is a lot of pressure on reserving
techniques and actuaries who use them are
open to scrutiny in order to communicate
the uncertainty around results and to
identify different sources of risk. This comes
from the Board for Actuarial Standards as
well as from a move to more risk-based
regulation of insurers. In some areas, GI
actuaries are lagging behind life actuaries
in assessing risk and uncertainty in the
numbers we supply to management. There
are also examples of different reserving
methods developed and used in other
countries that address these issues.
The topic for debate is: ‘This house
believes that deterministic reserving
methods should no longer be used.’ One
question to be addressed is model risk
— we use hypothesis-testing to find our
parameters and goodness-of-fit techniques
to assess the suitability of the model choice,
which often implies distribution choices.
But do we UK actuaries do enough modeltesting of the ‘link ratio’ approaches?
Or are we complacently sitting on our
established techniques and claiming
that our understanding of the business
compensates for the lack of technical rigour
or innovation? Ben Zehnwirth’s paper
(http://bit.ly/Ficun) sets out the problem and
proposes a solution. This should be essential
pre-debate reading for all GI actuaries.
We consider that this debate represents

a watershed for GI actuaries. After
this, we either carry on as we are or we
fundamentally change the way we set
technical provisions. Thus, the debate is
essential for all GI actuaries and may lead to
a complete change in the way we work. This
is reflected in the quality and experience of
the following speakers:
For the motion — Roger Hayne and
Dewi James
Against the motion — Lis Gibson and
Peter Green
(Note that the speakers are not necessarily
expressing their own personal views.)
To get the ball rolling, we have set up
a discussion forum on the Profession’s
website. To access the forum, please visit the
general insurance site at http://bit.ly/IUDsw
log in and add your comments. Feel free to
challenge the opinions — the greater the
amount of debate and discussion we can
generate ahead of, and during, GIRO, the
better. So have your say on, for example,
stochastic models — do they work? Can
we do better than ratios? Are stochastic
methods understood well enough or are we
falling behind Europe and other regions?
Are we clinging to the past?
So remember: Friday 9 October, 9.30am
plenary session — the debate everyone will
be talking about. And the first step on a
journey of no return.
If you would like to comment on this article, please
e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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International view

Zimbabwe

Out of the woods?
Douglas Hoto discusses the recent positive movement in Zimbabwe’s financial
markets and the challenges it presents for actuaries

I

magine a situation where money
suddenly fits into wallets! You do not
have a lot of it but you can buy some
food from a note or two in your wallet.
That is the situation in Zimbabwe since the
introduction of ‘multi-currencies’. This is
a political term used to mean the official
dollarisation of the economy.
There is one buzzword that is common
across sectors of the economy. That word is
hope, and it is shared by many. However,
there are a number of obstacles. The political
situation remains fragile. While basic
freedoms have been restored, the confidence
of the general population is still very low.
International capital is slow to flow in
as there are issues about human rights
and rule of law yet to be dealt with. The
implementation of the transitional political
agreement is fraught with problems.
That said, the situation in Zimbabwe is
offering hope. The shops are full of basic
commodities. Although the hard currency is
scarce, especially the small denominations,
anyone who is able to sell labour can get
some US dollars to put food on the table.
Across the population there are two
different resulting scenarios. Rural-based
government employees who do not have the
worries of rentals and urban utility bills are
faring better, with their US$150 per month
on average. Their urban counterparts are not
so lucky. They still have to contend with
bills for electricity and other utilities, which
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makes their income too low. However, even
that is not comparable to seven months ago
where a whole salary could not buy a loaf of
bread. Thus the outlook for the country is
beginning to brighten.
Given this background, there are several
challenges facing actuaries.

Pensions
Pension schemes are going through the
process of converting their benefits from
Zimbabwe dollars to US dollars. At face
value the conversion looks like a very simple
calculation.
One can first take the ratio of a member’s
share of assets in Zimbabwe dollars at
the conversion rate and determine that
member’s proportionate share in US dollars.
But this simple calculation often produces
results that are not very practically useful.
The allocated benefits in many cases are too
small to be significant. Second, the method
does not take into account many historical
issues in respect of how the assets being
shared were acquired.
Most of the assets owned by the funds,
in shares and property, were acquired well
before the last years of hyperinflation.
However the contributions made recently in
hyperinflation when salaries could increase
weekly tend to dwarf the contributions
made many years earlier.
Trustees assume that the scheme
actuary has all the tools and skills needed

to unravel this puzzle. This is easier said
than done. The approach taken has been
to be as pragmatic as possible. Actuaries in
Zimbabwe (there are four of them) have
continued to give advice based on the
situation of each fund and the requirements
of the employer.
In a typical defined-contribution scheme,
one cannot redistribute the assets once they
are apportioned to the members. However,
the situation is unique as follows:
n The asset values have a potential to
double or even triple as the economic
recovery takes shape
n A final distribution of the assets may now
prejudice some of the members, given the
potential uplift.
This presents a situation where trustees
are making their decisions in small stages.
The first stage is to deal with pensions
in payment. In cases where the pensions
calculated are too small and the employers
cannot immediately fund pension increases,
full cash commutations are allowed for
those small amounts. Some of the members
do not accept this and are putting together
efforts to sue their funds for dereliction of
duty. In cases where the employer can fund
immediate pension increases, minimum
pensions of between Z$20-30 a month have
been set.
This is seen as the best way in terms of
both the reputation of the industry and the
profession and avoiding abject poverty. The
next step is to distribute the assets to active
members bearing in mind that some of
them are also very close to retirement. One
has to make sure that the treatment of such
members is not too dissimilar from that of
pensions in payment.
The profession is in a very interesting
position in Zimbabwe. There is still a
fairly large number of students in relation
to actuaries. It is my hope that we are
beginning to emerge from the woods.
Douglas Hoto heads Allfin Holdings in
Zimbabwe
If you would like to comment on this article, please
e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk
A fuller version of this article is available online at
www.the-actuary.org.uk/868885
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Graduate recruitment
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Careers

How to get ahead in actuarial
Jennifer Robertson shares some advice on the recruitment process for graduates

xxxx
Jennifer
Robertson is
an actuary working
for Aviva UK Life

G

raduate recruitment is getting harder.
Dramatic job reductions in other
financial areas mean that there are
more highly qualified applicants for
each actuarial trainee role than ever before.
The best actuarial trainees have the technical
and communication skills that make them an
asset in the office, along with the academic
ability to pass the exams quickly. The aim
of the recruitment process is to identify
graduates who have these qualities and who,
with support, can develop the technical and
soft skills needed once they qualify.

How the process works
Most companies have a similar process
for graduate recruitment. First, there is an
application form and maybe online tests.
Next there will often be an interview — either
face-to-face or over the phone. Finally, there
is nearly always an assessment centre. The
process is long and can seem endless, but
the rounds highlight different skills and so
increase the chances that offers are made to
the strongest candidates.
The assessment centre phase lasts for one
or two days. It takes place with a group of
undergraduates and involves a number of
different exercises. As part of proceedings,
most companies also have a casual meet-up
with current trainees, often over a meal.
Contrary to popular opinion this is not to
make sure you use the correct knife and fork
but to give you a chance to ask the trainees
about their study, work and life.

employers need to be convinced that you
understand the exam process and that you
are willing to spend several years doing
additional study. You also need to have
good reasons why you want to work at
the company to which you have applied.
For example, it is not a good idea to tell
an actuary in an insurance company that
you really like the idea of going out to visit
different clients and would hate a job where
you sat at your desk all day!
Group exercises tend to feature regularly
at assessment centres. They show how
you interact with others. The biggest error
made is by students who want to make an
impression but end up interrupting, talking
over people and just not listening. Other
students have an idea rejected early on and
then stop contributing. There is little you
can do to prepare for a group exercise other
than consider whether you are likely to do
either of the above and guard against it.
Presentations are also popular, as they
show how good you are at explaining things
while dealing with nerves. If you have
never presented before, then half an hour
preparing and 10 minutes talking to some
of your friends about a film you recently
watched would be good practice.

What if it does not work out?
Not everyone will get a role from the
traditional graduate recruitment process.
If you graduated several years ago, your

qualifications are not that strong, or you are
just unlucky, then there are other options
open to you. One possibility is the diploma
in actuarial science. This could give you up
to eight exemptions and another chance at
the recruitment game. The downside is the
cost and that extra year not working.
Alternatively, you could find a nonsponsored actuarial-based role and start
taking the exams on your own. This is
not easy, but once you have chalked up a
few passes, the options open to you will
increase. Some companies offer limited
support to students taking the exams,
but this varies widely. The UK Actuarial
Profession also provides support by allowing
non-members to take CT1.

And finally...
If you receive a job offer, it is very tempting
to accept it straight away in that initial flurry
of excitement. Before you do, make sure
you want to work for the company and are
happy to be based there for the next few
years. If you are lucky enough to be choosing
between several offers, try to be honest with
them all about the situation. The actuarial
profession is a small one so it is important to
stay on good terms with any company you
may wish to work for in the future.
Do you have any words of advice? Perhaps a horror
story or embarrassing moment? Let us know by
e-mailing editor@the-actuary.org.uk

Preparation
Before you start applying, be confident that
you want to be a trainee actuary. Potential
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Profession

Professional status

Making it count
Gavin Ingham Brooke considers the role and impact of professions in society

T

Gavin Ingham
xxxx
Brooke heads Spada,
a research and
communications
consultancy for the
professions

he general public knows very little
about the work of the actuarial
profession. This is a problem for
the UK’s 20 000-plus members as,
when their work does come to the public’s
attention, it is often for the wrong reasons.
Without good public visibility of the
ethical standards, the structures that
govern and the commitment to act in the
public interest, businesses, trustees and
policymakers will assume the worst when
actuaries are in positions of potential conflict.
The actuarial profession is not alone in
this. Like other professions, it has a long
history linked to strict professional ethics
from the start. In England and Wales, The
Institute of Actuaries was founded in 1848
and gained its Royal Charter in 1884; the
Scottish Faculty of Actuaries dates from
1856 and received its Royal Charter in 1868.
In each case, the granting of a Royal Charter
entailed significant public interest duties
which have been further bolstered by a wellestablished, but much-debated, system of
oversight since the Morris Review.
Actuaries, like other professions, need
to speak more confidently about the
contribution they make to the professional
economy and the standards to which they
adhere. Like other professions, they are
formally committed to acting in the public
interest and promoting and improving
knowledge. One of the ways they can do
this most effectively is in concert with other
professions.
Until Spada was commissioned to produce
British Professions: The Impact of the Sector by
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three professional bodies, there had been
no single document bringing together a
summary of the British professions’ history
and structures, their various roles and their
contributions to society.
The professional sector is Britain’s
largest employer according to our research
— it accounts for 11.5% of total UK
employment. Professional services account
for the largest single share of UK output
(in UK real GDP), contributing 8% of the
total. They represent £18 859m of British
trade in services — almost half the total
of £41 772m. Despite the global financial
downturn, professional services continue to
expand.
What, though, do we mean when we use
the word ‘professional’? Professions are both
conceptual as well as being business sectors.
Sir Alan Langlands’ working definition from
his Gateways to the Professions report is useful.
This encapsulates those occupations “where
a first degree followed by a period of further
study or professional training is the normal
entry route and where there is a professional
body overseeing standards of entry into the
profession”. Lord Benson, in the House of
Lords in 1992, said that to be professional
is, to a large degree, bound up in the public
interest. A critical factor was the degree to
which individuals in a profession and their
governing body acted ethically.
This sense of public-spirited
professionalism has taken a battering in
recent years. Public scandals, including
financial sector bonuses and MPs expenses
— all in professional sectors — have roused

intense public ire. But the public’s declining
esteem for those working in the traditional
professions arguably began with Margaret
Thatcher. “Thatcher’s governments were
devastating for the professions — the first
two terms for the public sector professions,
for example, medicine and teaching, and
the third term for the legal profession in
particular,” says Michael Burrage of the
London School of Economics.
For Professor Burrage, Thatcher’s crusade
against professional self-regulation and
her later cuts in funding for public sector
professions proved that, despite being
Conservative in name, “her political
programmes were some of the most radical
the country has ever seen”. The attacks were
not reversed by New Labour governments.
However, society has moved on. The
global financial meltdown has wreaked
havoc but it descended at the same time as
the increasing recognition of the principles
of what those in IT heralded, a few years
ago, as the ‘web 2.0 world’. The digital
revolution puts a premium on co-operation
and consensus, in the belief that the
harnessing and dissemination of collective
intelligence is good for business.
The sharing of costs, content and
platforms may yet reinvigorate the
newspaper industry, just as engagement
with blogs, wikis and social networking will
transform the professions. As the economy
begins to show the first tentative signs of
recovery, it is incumbent on the professions
to lead by example, not just in technical
competence, but in the standards of
behaviour we embrace and admire.
All of us who would describe ourselves as
professionals should take pride in the vital
role we play in Britain’s prosperity. But so,
too, should we begin to foster a greater sense
of professionalism through cross-discipline
co-operation. Providing that context is
all the more important for the actuarial
profession, as the benefits of good advice
— the contribution that it has made — may
not be known for 30 years after the event,
whereas the challenges to the professions’
reputation and role are immediate.
A free copy of British Professions Today: The State
of the Sector may be downloaded at www.spada.co.uk
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Q&A

Michael McLaughlin

Star-gazing
Marjorie Ngwenya talks to Michael McLaughlin, president-elect
of the Society of Actuaries, as he offers insight into his life and work
As a child, what were your ambitions for
the future? In high school I wanted to be a
nuclear physicist. I am still fascinated by the
physical sciences. Among other things, I am
an amateur astronomer. I just returned from a
trip to China where I saw a total solar eclipse.
Did your Institute of
Actuaries qualification
come into question
when you campaigned
for the Society of
Actuaries (SOA)
presidency? Not at all.
I am also a fellow of the
Society of Actuaries. The
Society and UK Actuarial
Profession have a mutual recognition
programme in place and both bodies have
a high regard for the other’s qualification. I
welcome opportunities for the membership
of our organisations to work together.

activities — it is a fulfilling experience.
The role as president-elect averages
perhaps one day a week, or a bit more by
the time you include the various phone calls
and meetings I get involved in. During my
presidential year, I think that will double.
Probably the most satisfying thing about my
involvement is the chance to
make a permanent contribution
to the profession.
I’ve championed the cause of
actuaries getting into enterprise
risk management by, among
other things, launching the
Chartered Enterprise Risk
Analyst (CERA) credential. CERA
is now in the process of being
adopted as the global actuarial credential.
This is a watershed for the profession. The
motto of the Institute is to be a help and
ornament to the profession. I hope I’m
doing that.

How do you measure your success? Well,
I suppose cash in the bank is one measure
of success! Success is a state of mind rather
than an accomplishment. I’ve always felt
successful, although to be honest I’ve
made my share of mistakes. One way to
measure it is by the number of people that
I’ve been able to help. I take great pride in
seeing some of my bright young hires grow
and progress in their careers. I was helped
early on in my career; it’s been a pleasure
to help others.

In 2007 you became CERA-accredited.
What is the top selling point with
which you would convince other
qualified or trainee actuaries to pursue
the qualification? Enterprise-wide risk
management is the future of the actuarial
profession. We will be experts at quantifying
and managing a wide range of risks — not
just mortality and interest, but the full
spectrum — and gain a better grasp of their
interactions and consequences. CERA is the
credential for the actuary of the future.

What is the greatest risk you have taken?
When my wife and I lived in the Bahamas,
we took our boat to other islands before
GPS was common. When you’re completely
out of sight of land, in a modest-sized boat,
piloting yourself and at the mercy of Mother
Nature, it’s risky. It’s a thrill too, and I’m
glad we did it.

What has been your greatest achievement
to date? I think I’ve been a very good
husband and father to my wife and two
daughters. Also, I’ve started a scholarship
fund for actuarial students at the University
of the West Indies, my alma mater. I would
like to encourage diversity of backgrounds
within the profession. Launching CERA is
up there, too.

» The motto of

the Institute is
to be a help and
ornament to the
profession. I hope
I’m doing that

You are heavily involved with the
leadership activities of the SOA. How
much of your time does this require each
week? What do you enjoy most about
your involvement? I’ve benefited from the
profession greatly over my career, and I am
happy to be able to contribute in return.
I encourage other members to volunteer
their time to the many available profession
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Your career has taken you to many parts
of the globe. Is there another part of the
world in which you would settle, given
the opportunity? Oh that’s easy. London is
my favourite city in the world — right after
Chicago! If I could spend a year somewhere,
I can think of lots of places... Spain maybe,
or China; the list goes on.

Michael McLaughlin is global leader of
Actuarial & Insurance Services for Deloitte,
and president-elect of the Society of
Actuaries (his presidential term starts on 28
October). He lives in Chicago

What do you see as the major challenges
actuaries will face over next few months
and years, and what do we need to do to
adapt? Our major challenge is to take full
advantage of the opportunities that we face.
The recent financial turmoil has focused
government and private sector businesses on
a range of financial risks, the very kinds of
risks that we can help to manage. In fact, the
opportunity for us as actuaries is so great that
we’re in danger of being overwhelmed by it.
Many other professionals are getting
involved in finding solutions — and they’re
doing a good job, by the way. That means
more competition for actuaries. As good as
we are, we’re relatively very small in size
as a profession — we need to grow much
larger, while of course maintaining our
rigorous standards.
The full interview with Michael McLaughlin can be
found at www.the-actuary.org.uk/868821
If you would like to comment on this article, please
e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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Life

HIV

Living with HIV
James Shattock reports on the progress made in providing life assurance
for HIV sufferers who respond well to modern drug treatments

James Shattock is
manager of actuarial
pricing for Hannover
Life Re UK

S

ince the HIV virus emerged in the
early 1980s, it is considered to have
been responsible for over 25 million
deaths worldwide. In 2007 it was
estimated that an equal number of males
and females (35 million people) were living
with HIV. These numbers hide the suffering
of families and whole communities, with as
many as 12 million AIDS orphans in subSaharan Africa alone.
In the ‘80s governments and actuaries
made predictions as to the probable
increase in general and insured population
mortality rates. The data was sparse,
information imperfect and the clinical and
epidemiological features of the disease not
fully understood. In addition, the modelling
required transmission rates that implicitly
contained hard-to-estimate behavioural
assumptions — never an easy task. At that
time, those unfortunate enough to be
infected developed AIDS within five to 10
years and died within the year. Often the first
diagnosis of HIV was as the AIDS-defining
illnesses emerged. Predictably, the insurance
industry strengthened their underwriting
and the terms for life cover hardened
substantially, even for those deemed a minor
extra risk.
The high forecast of extra yearly deaths in
the population never materialised. Over the
last decade, deaths from AIDS in the UK have
been running at approximately 500 per year.
This outcome may be due to many factors,
not least to behavioural changes through
shocking first estimates of deaths and hardhitting media campaigns.
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Today, with a prevalence of approximately
0.2% [0.1, 0.5] of the adult population aged
15 to 49 infected, the UK has escaped fairly
lightly compared to other parts of the globe.
For example, prevalence rates as stated by
the World Health Organisation (WHO) are
at least 15% in sub-Saharan Africa. Figure 1
shows the prevalence across the world for
ages 15 to 49.
Despite the medical community’s
best efforts, the virus has proved to be
a formidable foe with a vaccine or cure
remaining elusive. However, medical science
has, in recent years, been able to improve life
expectancy with a treatment regime of highly
active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART). This
generation of drugs suppresses the HIV virus
by inhibiting its replication and damage to
the immune system. It is not a cure — some
patients may suffer serious side effects
while others will not respond to treatment.
For those individuals who respond well to
HAART, expected survival has improved
dramatically.
Cohort trials are in place for groups
of patients following the HAART regime.
Survival data is collected and published in
journals and online alongside a prognostic
model. As actuaries, we constantly look for
data to assist our role, and this data is an
excellent source to consider when deriving
life assurance terms.
Some experts now believe that a
favourable response to HAART treatment
could herald a near-normal lifespan. This
is not yet supported by qualitative data as

the long-term effects of treatment are still
unknown. However, for individuals who are
fortunate enough to access HAART treatment
and show good response to therapy, life
assurance terms are now available in several
countries around the world. In the UK, the
initial step has been to offer term assurance
up to 10 years as supported by the data, on a
relatively modest extra per mille loading.
The South African market has evolved
further in response to the demand of over
five-million-plus HIV lives. Both term
assurance and whole-of-life products have
been designed, albeit with clauses to protect
against non-adherence to treatment.
Being able to price terms or develop
products for individuals with serious health
conditions is an area where actuaries must
work together with underwriters and chief
medical officers. When we have new survival
evidence about a condition such as HIV we
should look to revise terms accordingly.
HIV remains a serious global disease
which is still spreading throughout the
world. The recent success of HAART is an
example of how medical advancements
can lead to a huge improvement in life
expectancy for individuals who previously
had a very poor prognosis.
Further Reading:
http://www.art-cohort-collaboration.org/
http://www.unaids.org/en/
http://www.hpa.org.uk/
If you would like to comment on this article,
please e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk

Figure 1 — A global view of HIV infection, 2007
33 million people (30-36 million) living with HIV

ADULT PREVALENCE
15.0% - 28.0%
5.0% - <15.0%
1.0% - <5.0%
0.5% - <1.0%
0.1% - <0.5%
<0.1%
No data available

Source: 2008 Report on the Global AIDS Epidemic:
http://tinyurl.com/mabc2u
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Modelling

Relative entropy

Giving credibility to judgment
Alun Marriott explains how relative entropy seeks to improve the realism of
econometric models by objectively including judgment during the modelling process

S

ensitivity to economic risk has
rarely been more topical. Enterprise
risk management (ERM), the ICAS
regime and Solvency II all depend
fundamentally on a framework that
supports an assessment of economic risk
in an uncertain world — to improve our
understanding of not only variability in
asset or liability valuation, but also of risks
inherent in the business strategy itself.
The financial crisis has proved a wakeup call to those charged with forecasting
the economic future. It is apparent that,
whichever approach we take, historic
calibration alone is not sufficient to prepare
for the socio-economic shocks that affect the
economy. Foreign exchange models would
have had great difficulty in foreseeing the
collapse of Bretton Woods or the arrival of
EMU, yet the dynamic of the exchange rate
process is clearly dependent on the regime
in which it moves.
We need, therefore, to coherently overlay
a wider source of opinion to support
the calibration of stochastic models that
attempt to simulate the economy, known
as economic scenario generators (ESGs).
This is non-trivial, given the large number
of parameters needed to feed models of
multiple economies with multiple financial
series within each — and coherence is
crucial if we wish to retain the dependency
structure we observe.
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variability and high computational demand.
Relative entropy helps by allowing model
specification to be simplified while still
ensuring the models exhibit externally
specified characteristics.
To return to the ESG, we wish to blend
in, or overlay, our views of the global
economy with an ESG calibrated to history.
Traditionally, each simulation of an ESG
is deemed equally likely. However, let us
instead propose that we increase the relative
likelihood of those simulations that make
some statistic (such as the mean) more
aligned with our judgment — and further
we propose that we do so in a manner
that minimises disturbance to the a priori
uniform distribution of the simulation
weights. Hence, we need to define a measure
of the disturbance introduced.
Based on a paper by Claude Shannon in
1948, entropy provides us with just such a
quantitative metric. A fully uninformative
(i.e. uniform) distribution has the greatest
entropy, whereas a distribution with a single
certain event (i.e. a Dirac distribution) has
an entropy of zero. Applying this to our
Monte Carlo simulation, we start with a
uniform distribution of simulation weights
and gradually move away from uniformity
as we introduce additional information.
To reiterate, we aim to disturb the original
distribution of simulation weights to the
least extent possible, in effect by tending to
a uniform distribution.

Figure 1 — Original, GBP, price inflation
18%

90th percentile
75th percentile

16%
14%

50th percentile
25th percentile

10th percentile
mean

12%
Return (year on year)

Alun Marriott runs
the investment
division of EMB

To capture these dependencies, we may
either propose a formulaic link (for example,
one series explicitly refers to a term in
another), or propose instead to capture nonformulaic dependencies by a copula approach
that links the random innovations explicitly.
In any case, it is clear that we not only wish to
control unwanted effects from user-specified
adjustments, but we must also ensure that the
dependency structure is retained.
Practitioners may choose to use Bayesian
statistics to introduce judgment into the
modelling process. Here, the analyst proposes
a prior distribution for each model parameter
to ensure that economic projections behave
as desired. The difficulty with this approach
is that the model parameters are not often
the quantities we directly observe. Hence it is
often difficult to determine how parameters
should be changed to achieve a desired
economic characteristic, especially when each
economy and each series are so intertwined.
In contrast, relative entropy is a
technique that quantifies the information
value in a statistical distribution and
provides a framework that allows us to
modify, in a statistically robust manner, the
economic forecast distributions directly.
Relative entropy is widely used in the
scientific community, with applications
as diverse as optical character recognition,
spacecraft re-entry physics and derivative
pricing. Each of these areas possesses
a problem domain with intractable
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Relative entropy

Suppose this additional information, X, is where
and
are the Lagrangian
just the expectation of one of our modelled
multipliers.
variables, X, i.e. E[X]=X (for example, the
Solving for
and , we can show that:
mean level of the European equity market in
four years’ time). The informational entropy,
H, is defined to be:
where pj is the Gibbs distribution, the natural
alternative to a uniform distribution when
we are ignorant of all but the expectation of
X, namely X.
where P represents the full probability
We now have a mechanism that enables
distribution and pj the probability of
simulation j occurring. Consequently, as
us to re-weight the Monte Carlo simulations
you change the weights of each simulation,
so that, rather than assuming each
you change the measure of informational
simulation of the global economy occurs
entropy, H(P).
with equal probability, each simulation
Using the technique of Lagrangian
occurs with a probability ascribed by the
optimisation, we aim to maximise
Gibbs distribution above.
informational entropy, H(P), subject to two
Although it would be possible to apply
constraints, namely:
the Gibbs expectation to the Monte Carlo
integration directly, many downstream
applications still assume that each
simulation occurs with equal likelihood.
where each xj represents the value of the
Our next step is to resample the post-overlay
observed variable X, and pj the probability
simulations in proportion to the Gibbs
of simulation j respectively. We wish to find simulation weights, creating an equally
the stationary points of the Lagrangian of
weighted, post-overlay ESG.
the form:
Before moving to a brief example, it is
worth considering some key properties.
First, relative entropy does not introduce
new simulation paths, it simply re-weights
existing paths from the original simulation
set. It is therefore important to ensure
that the source simulation set provides a
rich universe of path possibilities. Second,

Figure 2 — Re-weighted, GBP, price inflation
Re-weighted, GBP, Price Inflation
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Modelling

we must consider simulation error when
an overlay is applied, particularly as
re-sampling can lead to duplication of
simulations — more so when the overlays
are extreme. This can be mitigated by
increasing the number of simulations and
ensuring overlays remain sensible.
Finally, we turn to the question of
confidence. In a Bayesian world, one
can express confidence in an overlay by
specifying an appropriately tight prior
distribution of the model parameters.
However, since we do not adjust the
parameters in this approach, we instead
adopt an approach taken in a recent paper
by Attilio Meucci which linearly blends
the simulation weights from the pre- and
post-overlay ESGs, allowing us to express
confidence in measures consistently.

Applications and a brief example
In the field of actuarial finance, numeric
complexities lead many to adopt Monte
Carlo techniques widely and there will
undoubtedly be situations where we may
wish to adjust the probability distributions
feeding the stochastic process. For example,
we recently explored an application of
the relative entropy technique to support
the determination of non-life reserves.
Returning to the ESG, a brief example shows
how we can overlay an externally provided
forecast of the cash rate and foreign
exchange environments.
Figure 1 shows projections of UK RPI
relying on historic calibration alone.
Figure 2 shows a post-overlay projection
of RPI with clearly visible structure to the
evolution resulting from application of the
overlay. It is interesting to note that we did
not specify views as to the path of RPI itself
but this followed given the overlays supplied
and the dependency structure embedded
within the ESG.
I hope this article has helped introduce
the entropy concept, and proves timely
given the imminent arrival of Solvency II
and a corresponding focus on an improved
understanding of the assumptions that drive
the economic modelling process.
If you would like to comment on this article, please
e-mail editor@the-actuary.org.uk
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Conference preview

Momentum

Adapting to change
Paul Kitson previews this year’s Momentum Conference taking place on
7-9 December 2009 at the Hilton, Glasgow
Momentum Conference 2009
— plenary sessions

Chairman’s
preview
The Momentum Conference is not like other
conferences. Momentum is the only Actuarial
Profession conference that is designed for
actuaries and risk professionals working in
any discipline or practice area. As such, we
have a fantastic opportunity at Momentum
to share views, models and skills across
traditional practice boundaries, and to learn
from others outside our usual peer group.
It also allows us to focus on non-technical
areas and the Momentum conference has
built a strong reputation for developing both
technical and soft skills — a reputation I am
conﬁdent will only be enhanced this year.
Those of you who have already thumbed
through the brochure that landed on
your doormats and desks recently may
have noted that my chairman’s welcome
contained the word ‘change’ (or other
Thesaurus derivation of the word) well over
20 times. While this breach of literature
etiquette would have had my English
teacher fuming, ‘change’ really summarises
the theme for Momentum 2009.
This theme still looks very appropriate —
when I wrote my chairman’s welcome, the
world was in the lows of what is increasingly
being referred to as the period ‘post-Lehman
Brothers’ — yet as I write this, the FTSE100
has hit the highest point it has reached for
2009 to date.
The theme of change runs right through
our programme this year starting with
Maynard Leigh Associates, who return to
Momentum after superb feedback last year
and will run our ﬁrst plenary as well as a
number of workshops to develop delegates’
softer skills. The workshops promise to
be interesting and include, for example,
sessions on managing your boss and
adapting to change.
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The theme continues through the two
days to our ﬁnal plenary where our panel
of assembled experts and commentators
will give views on the world after the global
ﬁnancial crisis and what this means for
actuaries and risk professionals working in
it. The questions for the panel will come
direct from the delegates and, in keeping
with the tradition of Momentum, this will
be a no-holds-barred session for you to ask
the questions you really want. If you already
have questions to put to our panel (or would
like to ask them anonymously) please
feel free to e-mail me at paul.kitson@
watsonwyatt.com
Picking out a few highlights from the
technical workshops, we have a session
looking at bulk purchase annuities (from
the perspective of an insurer, reinsurer and
pensions consultant), preparing for Solvency
II for general insurance practioners, and
the rise of the longevity swap (again, from
different views — investment and pensions).
Once more, picking out a couple of
examples, our ﬁnal non-technical workshops
give delegates the chance to hear about
epidemiology (don’t worry, it’s a beginner’s
guide) and ‘What makes people tick?’.
And ﬁnally — this being Momentum — we
will provide the usual fun along the way,
including a disco and an interactive quiz. I
look forward to
welcoming you
to Glasgow in
December.
Paul Kitson,
chairman
2009 Momentum
Organising
Committee

Plenary 1: Survive and thrive
A central theme of emotional intelligence
is adaptability and flexibility in times of
change. Following the conference in Berlin
last year, Maynard Leigh Associates will lead
with this vital theme of survival in tough
times. It is within our capability to come up
with new ideas and see these challenging
times as an opportunity that will move us
forward.
Speaker: Deena Gornick, Maynard Leigh

Plenary 2: Are actuaries still
behaving badly?
Behavioural finance has been in the
‘mainstream’ for a decade. Have people
changed their behaviour? What new biases
have come to light? Do the issues raised by
behavioural finance have a real economic
impact or do they just have entertainment
value? How should actuaries factor
behavioural finance into their work?
Speaker: Nigel Taylor, UBS Global
Asset Management

Plenary 3: After the global ﬁnancial
crisis — the future for ﬁnancial
services and what it means for your
career as an actuary
Financial services organisations are
coming to terms with a new business
environment, built around themes of
stronger enterprise risk management, more
intensive regulation and the emergence
of new markets. Never in a generation has
there been a more golden opportunity for
actuaries to play to their core strengths of
risk management and modelling and take
advantage of these new opportunities.
Taking questions from delegates, the
panel will consider lessons, themes and
opportunities for the profession.
Speakers: Ronnie Bowie, president,
Faculty of Actuaries; Chris Hancorn,
PwC; Trevor Llanwarne, government
actuary; Andrew D Smith, Deloitte LLP;
and Nigel Taylor, UBS
For further information on the programme
visit http://bit.ly/4cTDya
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Arts

Matt & Finn

I want to ride my bicycle
Matt and Finn discover the pleasures of cycling to work

H

aving just finished Richard Thaler’s
Nudge (David Cameron, for one,
waxes lyrical about this book),
one of the government’s best
‘nudges’ of late has been the cycle-to-work
initiative. Offering significant tax savings
and an interest-free loan for those wanting to
purchase a new bike, the programme is great
encouragement for folk hoping to shun four
wheels in favour of two.
My own personal tipping point was the
daily grind of trying to read the Financial
Times on the jam-packed Northern Line
and so for the past few weeks I have been
donning the lycra at least twice a week and
heading out onto London’s roads. What I
have noticed are the social structures and
battles that take place on London’s roads
every day. Even within the great tribe of
cyclists, there are many factions.
I belong to the group comprising the
‘overly keen’. We (somewhat unnecessarily)
wear full lycra, have cleats (clip-in shoes)
and will undoubtedly have all the necessary
kit to cover any weather conditions, as well
as numerous tools for fixing punctures and
tightening brakes.
Other tribes include couriers on ‘fixies’

(one fixed gear, usually no brakes and no
ability to coast). These cyclists tend to be
much more aggressive riders and dress in a
somewhat ‘cooler’ fashion (who seriously
wants to cycle in baggy jeans?).
Then there are the Brompton riders
whose bikes are the heavy collapsible kind
with tiny wheels. Brompton’s design brief
seems to have been: take the bikes that
chimpanzees ride at dodgy circuses and
make them fit for human purpose. Cycling
one of these contraptions involves getting
nowhere slowly while exerting maximum
effort — why they wear work clothes while
cycling, I will never know.
Being ‘dropped’ during your ride brings
shame to your tribe. On one of my earlier
journeys home, my brake pads were
rubbing against my back wheel and I was
overtaken by a guy on a Brompton — oh,
the indignity!
Now, it is important to note that, despite
the various factions of the great cycling
community, we unite against a greater foe
— buses and cars. This battle is particularly
fearsome in bus lanes, with everyone
wanting to get to where they are going in
the shortest amount of time with no regard
for others. This is perhaps not the most
optimal of solutions (I do not think this
is the Nash equilibrium) and creates some
degree of tension. Special mention has to go
to drivers who deem it appropriate to use
the bus lane to edge out in order to see what
is going on in the rest of the road.
Cycling in London is somewhat stressful
and requires keen observation. However, my
outlook is that the marginal cost of getting
to work one or two minutes earlier more
than outweighs the benefits of a cautious
ride (hey, I am an actuary). With that in
mind, cycling can be a lot of fun. I ride eight
miles to work and the transition time from
bed to desk is no greater than getting the
tube, plus I am getting the benefits of a good
cardio workout.
Cycling is a fun alternative to the tube,
car or train but you also get to learn about
a whole new social microcosm. I advise you
all to give cycling a go. To bastardise George
Orwell: four wheels bad, two wheels better.
Matt and Finn welcome your comments and
contributions. Please e-mail arts@the-actuary.org.uk
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Recommendation
of the month
Transport for London’s
cycle-to-work Fridays

London cyclists enjoy the Brixton ride

If any readers want to start cycling to
work but are somewhat perturbed by the
capital’s roads, the TFL cycle-to-work Fridays
may just be the thing for you.
You can choose from six routes, all
heading to central London. For futher
information visit www.tfl.gov.uk/roadusers/
cycling/12293.aspx

Client entertaining
Mud Dock, Bristol

Sticking with our cycling theme, the Mud
Dock is a cracking little place that combines
both a bicycle shop and a great restaurant.
The concept stems from the founder’s trips
to Spain where the cycling and dining were
both inspirational.
Why not combine the things you love? True
to form, the restaurant has a rustic Spanish
theme, although this has mutated as chefs
of differing nationalities — French, Italian,
Portuguese and Brazilian — have each made
their mark. Go enjoy! www.mud-dock.co.uk
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Coffee break
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October prize puzzle

2/4/08 10:18:49

4.033 x 1026

This month, all you have to do is a little sorting out. The list of words below is not in the correct order. Can you re-order it to be correct?
Send your answers to actuaryprizepuzzle@incisivemedia.com for a chance to win a £50 Amazon voucher courtesy of HighFinance Actuarial.
The closing date is 16 October.
after

laughter

any

lope

arrow

low

asp

lump

at

new

axes

on

east

ought

eight

owl

ending

pine

ion

rate

is

right

isle

rouse

land

tone

Terms and conditions

The prize will be awarded for the best entry received before the closing date. In the event of a tie the winner will be picked at random. The winner’s
name will be announced in the next edition. Please note that the puzzles editor’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. We
reserve the right to feature the winner’s name and a photo (if supplied) in The Actuary. Your details will not be passed to any third party in connection
with this draw.

Puzzle 436

Pile ‘em high

Tragedy has struck. My son has tried to form a triangular
pyramid with his building blocks, so that each level of the
pyramid is a triangle one block smaller in side length than the
one below. Yesterday this worked fine, but today he has come
up short.
Not to worry — you can tell me how many blocks were in
yesterday’s pyramid, while he makes a square-based pyramid
out of all the blocks he does have and daddy attempts to
retrieve the missing one from behind the Welsh dresser.

Puzzle 438

6
9

Puzzle 437

Numerological numismatism

Nancy the numismatic numerologist has a collection of 12 128
farthings. You might ask what’s so special about that. Well?
(Note for the decimal generation: a farthing is one-quarter of
an old penny).

Cross-multiplication

Fill in the grid like a crossword, but with numbers. None of the
answers begins with a zero.
Across:
1
2
3
1 A multiple of 11
4 A power of a prime
7 Five down + 258
4
5
9 A multiple of eight down
7

8

Down:
1 (Two down x three down x five
down)/(eight down x four across x
six down)
2 A perfect square minus 3
3 A prime number minus 47
5 A perfect square
6 A product of two prime numbers
8 Difference between two squares

Highfinance Actuarial
38
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Coffee break

Puzzles

Solutions for September 2009
September prize puzzle solution

Rainbow nation

Yannick has a probability of success of 51/60 025 (= 0.011F in
base 35) and Bernard has a probability of success of 17/49 (= 0.C5
in base 35).
Solution: Say there are n entrants. Yannick wins a seat if a) the
least-skilled entrant fails to win a seat and b) given that this is the
case, Yannick wins a seat. If a) holds, then Yannick is effectively
in a contest with (n-1) better painters — we don’t care when
the least-skilled entrant gets eliminated — and therefore his
probability of success is:
2(n+1)
(n+1) (n-2)
2
2
2
=(
x
=
(1 - n(n-1)
) x (n-1)(n-2)
n(n-1) ) (n-1)(n-2) n(n-1)
2

This fraction will only terminate in base 35 if n and (n-1) are
both powers of 5 or 7 (one of which has been multiplied by 2)
— for a sensible number of contestants the only possible solution
is n=50.

Puzzle 434 solution

n
i

(

)

2
= 3 1 - i(i-1) =

n
i

=3

(n+1)
=
= 17/49 for n=50
((i+1)(i-2)
i(i-1) ) 3(n-1)

— again, fine.

September prize winner
Congratulations to this month’s winner, Felicity Kirk of
HBOS who wins a £50 Amazon voucher courtesy of puzzles
sponsor, HighFinance Actuarial.

The king is dead

A diagram showing the two pieces correctly combined is below.
Before:

Puzzle 435 solution

We can verify this by calculationg the probability of a victory for
Bernard: he will win if, and only if, he does not meet Alfonse at
any stage. This happens with probability:

After:

Fruit salad

The fruit salad made contains 3153 oranges.

More puzzles and games online
To access the puzzles archive or to try your hand at our
new Predictor Pro game, visit www.the-actuary.org.uk/
puzzles. The puzzles editor is pleased to receive ideas for
new puzzles from readers at puzzles@the-actuary.org.uk
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Student page

studentpage@the-actuary.org.uk

Stephen Paines

This month, guest editor Stephen Paines asks if there are any
shortcuts to exam success

No pain, no gain
Most of you would agree that the prospect
of cracking open those blue and white leverarch files at the end of a hard working day is
less than tempting. But is there a way to cut
down the study load?
Every individual studying to become an
actuary has a history of successful study
behind them and knows what works best for
them. Some like to trawl over all the details
in the notes and build up a complete picture
before revision — made easier by their
rigorous approach. Others maraud through
their notes as fast as possible, jettisoning
anything with the word ‘proof’ in front of
it, relying heavily on past papers to build
up exam technique and learn the tricks.
Most of us regard with envy those colleagues
who, almost by magic, learn whole chapters
of the syllabus in a fraction of the time.
Wouldn’t it be great to be like them? There
may be a way.
Learning vast exam material can be made
easier through mnemonics. We’ve all been
to at least one tutorial when a tutor has
recommended to us a memorable phrase
or sequence to help us recall, say, the 11
accounting principles of CT2.
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But ‘BRADMMCMCPG’, while providing the
first letter of each of those concepts’ names,
doesn’t tell you anything about them or
what they are — so you’re still left with the
slog of committing them to memory.
A more sophisticated method, preferred
by ‘mentalists’ like Derren Brown, is the
method of imagery. Brown suggests in his
book, Tricks of the Mind, that to remember
a list of items use an image that links one
image to the next. For example, take a look
at this list:
11 Ferry
1 Telephone
12 Christmas
2 Sausage
13 Athlete
3 Monkey
14 Key
4 Button
15 Wigwam
5 Book
16 Baby
6 Cabbage
17 Kiwi
7 Glass
18 Bed
8 Mouse
19 Paintbrush
9 Stomach
20 Walnut
10 Cardboard
Start off by thinking of trying to dial
an old-fashioned telephone with a flaccid,
uncooked sausage. Emphasise to yourself
the cold feel of the sausage, and the
impracticality of dialling with it. Now think
of watching a documentary on a rare species
of monkey, in the jungle, cooking a sausage
over a barbeque. He’s a clever monkey; he
even has next to him a collection of dips.
Notice how easy it is to remember this: the
links are far more memorable than the dry
list of items in front of you.
The beauty of this is that no matter how
long the list, with a little time invested you
can remember with ease far more items than
your working memory can handle. Could
this technique, and others like it, make our
exams easier to tackle?
Yes and no. Some lists can be easier to
remember with this method. Actuarial
exams, however, require remembering
many abstract nouns or ideas (sensitivity
analysis; call option). These things are
inherently less memorable because they’re

not concrete — it is harder to think of
images for them. For the majority of the
exams it’s hard to see how such methods
apply at all — most CTs, for example,
depend on a very different set of things to
learn; the understanding and application
of mathematical techniques to actuarial
problems, not to mention the need to hone
exam technique, which these methods do not.
Therein lies the problem. Ultimately
actuarial exams demand more than just
a good memory; they demand the ability
to apply techniques and knowledge to
problems. Being able to remember large lists
is a part of this but really is subordinate to
exam practice.
There’s still a lot for me to learn — when
my CT2 results came through, I didn’t pass!
So while these methods may be useful, I
lie firmly in the camp of practice, practice,
practice, which means picking up those blue
and white files after work, and then ASETing
all the way to the exam. Alas, no shortcuts
for me…
Stephen Paines is a trainee actuary at the
Government Actuary’s Department and will be
taking on the role of student editor in 2010.

Student noticeboard
Are you a recent graduate who’s just
entered the Actuarial Profession or
do you know someone who is? The
Actuarial Network at Cass (TANC)
is holding a panel discussion on 22
October aimed at graduates entering
the actuarial job market for the first
time. The panel, consisting of student
actuaries, newly qualified actuaries and
actuarial employers will discuss study
tips, and how to maintain a healthy
work/life/study balance.
For more information and to register
for this event, visit www.cass.city.
ac.uk/tanc and click on ‘News &
Events’.
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AOTF/Book review

People/Comment

Actuary of the future
Stephen Paines of GAD tells us why he’s not the weakest link

Stephen Paines

What is most likely to irritate you
about others?

Which actor would play you in a ﬁlm of
your life?

Employer and
area of work

A lack of humility.

No idea. Colin Firth?

I work in pensions at the Government
Actuary’s Department

Alternative career?

Best piece of advice you have ever
been given?

Date entered Profession

The original plan was teaching, but that didn’t
work out.

1 September 2008.

How do you relax away from the ofﬁce?

Describe yourself in three words

Gluing myself to the TV to watch Frasier
DVDs, much to my girlfriend’s chagrin.

Cheerful yet impatient.

Tell us your formula for success
Don’t try to be something you’re not — in
other words, be yourself.

What would you describe as your best
attribute?
My hard-won scepticism.

Tell us something unusual about yourself

‘Become an actuary’.

What has been your greatest
extravagance?
Having a car despite living in London; it
burns on my conscience.

I once appeared on The Weakest Link. I’m not
telling you how it went!

Is the glass half-full or half-empty?

Do you have a famous look-a-like?

What is the greatest risk you have ever
taken?

When I was younger I was once compared to
Tim Henman. But I don’t see the resemblance.

And your worst habit?

What three items would you take to a
desert island?

I’m frequently being chastised for failing to
put the toilet seat down.

Sunhat, suncream and a dog-eared copy of
The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole.

Definitely half-full: things are going to plan.

Probably trespassing as a kid: I was chased
by the police once — although that seems a
little tame.
If you would like to nominate someone for Actuary of
the Future, please e-mail AOTF@the-actuary.org.uk

Book review

Paul Robertson reviews The (Mis)Behaviour of Markets
by Benoit B Mandelbrot and Richard L Hudson
The standard models for calculating risk
are flawed. Benoit Mandelbrot has a new
approach to these calculations. There are
therefore conclusions to be reached.
This is the framework for this attempt by
Mandelbrot and Hudson to convince the
world’s financial markets to re-evaluate how
they mathematically model themselves.
Yet for a slim book, the authors cover a fair
amount of peripheral ground.
The book is organised into three parts.
The first deals with the older theories of
finance. The second proposes Mandelbrot’s
view of how the markets behave. The
third attempts a conclusion based on
Mandelbrot’s views.
In the first section, market theories
currently in use, like the Black Scholes
model, Capital Asset Pricing Model and
Efficient Market Hypothesis, are shown to be
mostly based on an assumption that market
prices follow a normal distribution curve
and that prices are independent of each
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other. Mandelbrot makes his case that the
distribution follows a Cauchy distribution,
and therefore has fatter tails. This infers that
catastrophes will occur more often than
with current models. He goes on to argue
that, even if prices are not correlated, their
volatility is correlated over time.
In part two, Mandelbrot proposes his
view of how the markets behave, suggesting
a multi-fractal approach as a substitute
for present methods. He proposes new
parameters to define how fat the tails of the
price change curve are. He then recommends
methods to measure the dependence of price
changes upon past changes.
The third part is probably the weakest in
the book in terms of making Mandelbrot’s
case. After an entertaining run through
some insights Mandelbrot has gained, it
ends on an advertorial note for his methods,
alluding to several methods already in use.
If the book has a weakness it is that, while
enjoyable — the authors have successfully

adopted a light
anecdotal style
— and including
a fair amount
of welcome
history, it
ignores points
made in defence of current models. Many
economists would say that these models are
not supposed to be of reality, but simplify
the maths of financial theory. The point is
that, despite known weaknesses, they work.
In effect, his argument against these models
has been made but he offers no concrete
replacement, merely a call-to-arms.
While Mandelbrot’s original research
launched new fields of study in science and
engineering, I am not convinced he is about
to do the same for finance. Nevertheless,
for the non-mathematician, this is an
interesting run-through of the subject.
Paul Robertson is the editor of Cover magazine.
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Appointments

People moves

International accountancy ﬁrm Mazars
has announced the appointment of
three senior actuaries as the ﬁrst step
in an investment programme aimed to
build on its position in the UK and global
ﬁnancial services sector. Peter Gatenby,
Adam Brunskill and Dale Lee will join the
ﬁrm as partners in Mazars Actuaries and
Consultants.
Peter Gatenby
Peter Gatenby has over 25 years’
experience gained in the life insurance,
healthcare and investment sectors and has become one of the
UK’s leading actuaries concerned with long-term healthcare. He
is a member of Council of the Institute of Actuaries and is a past
chairman of the Staple Inn Actuarial Society.
Adam Brunskill has almost 20 years of non-life experience at
Lloyds of London and within the insurance companies market.
He was previously chief actuary and a member of the executive
management team at Munich Re’s direct insurance arm.
Dale Lee has over 25 years of signiﬁcant actuarial and
commercial experience. He held several senior positions including
at an underwriting agency of Allianz, as part of the executive
management team that was responsible for launching the business.

Oliver Wyman has
announced the
appointment of JanHendrik Erasmus in
its UK management
consulting practice.
Mr Erasmus joins
from Lucida where
he was director of
risk and capital

management.
Prior to joining
Lucida, he worked
at Prudential’s
group head office in
London.

(Pension Protection
Fund) proposition at
Aon Consulting, the
leading employee
risk and benefits
management firm.
Mr Thompson
brings technical
experience and
strong relationships

David Thompson
has been appointed
head of PPF

with the PPF and
independent trustees
to the national
role, dedicated
to managing
the transition
of insolvent
companies’
pension schemes
into the PPF
accurately, on
budget and on time.
He has worked
for Aon for nine
years and will
also continue his
responsibilities as
client manager.
Donald Duval has
been appointed head
of the Aon Pension
Solution, an offering
Aon Consulting
announced in
Alliance with Russell
Investments in
March For the past
18 months, Mr
Duval has acted as
managing director of
pensions consulting
at Aon, but having
played an integral
role in developing
the Aon Pension
Solution, will now
focus on it full-time.

of Jane Weiss.
Ms Weiss joins
GAAPS from
Aon, the leading
insurance and
risk management
provider. At Aon
she was head of
actuarial services,
UK and Europe,
Middle East and

Africa (EMEA) in its
Reinsurance Broking
division. Ms Weiss is
a qualified actuary
and has 13 years’
experience in the
actuarial profession.
She also worked in
the pensions sector
before specialising in
general reinsurance.

Have you moved?
Please send news of moves,
promotions, retirements and
appointments to peoplemoves@
the-actuary.org.uk

Forward features
in The Actuary
The Actuary’s team welcomes
contributions from members or
contacts in and around the profession.
Below is a list of themes for the next
few months along with the deadline
for submission. If you would like to
contribute, please contact Tracey Brown
at features@the-actuary.org.uk with
suggestions. Please note that these
themes are not exclusive and the aim
is for a strong variety of articles. If you
have a burning topic you’d like to write
about, please let us know.

December 2009 (Published 26
November, deadline 12 October)
■ Healthcare
■ Reinsurance
January 2010 Online special
edition (Published 12 January 2010,

Actuary of the future

deadline 11 December)
■ Recruitment/careers
■ 2010 preview and predictions

Jane Weiss

Is your career on the up?
Are you the golden boy or girl of the actuarial world?
If you think you deserve to appear as an Actuary of the
Future, then we would like to hear from you.
Either ask a colleague to nominate you or send your contact
details with a reference direct to editor@the-actuary.org.uk

Actuarial
recruitment
specialist GAAPS
has strengthened its
non-life team with
the appointment

January/February 2010 (Published
28 January 2010, deadline 11
December)
■ Recruitment/careers
■ ERM

London UK Wide France Europe South Africa Asia Paciﬁc Australia
●

●

●

●

●

●

Your World With GAAPS
www.gaaps.com
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